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  Abstract  
  
This project evaluates the present state of the Danish Wadden Sea coastal dunes in                                         
terms of the natural processes present in the area, the long history of human activities                                            
that interact with them, and the consequences of both restoration and conservation                                   
efforts  as  well  as  coastal  defence  activities.  
To understand this in terms of the dune habitats and their natural values, an overview of                                               
both the essential coastal processes and the current knowledge on succession and                                   
biodiversity is presented for the Wadden Sea in general, and the Danish Coastal dunes                                         
in  specific.    
After a multifaceted research, one of the main points this project arrives to is the                                            
realization that the division between the human and the natural element is arbitrary and                                         
counterproductive to the proper management and protection of the Danish Wadden                                
Sea.  
Keeping in mind the whole process that leads to action in a valuable natural area such                                               
as the Wadden Sea, from the abstract decision of outlining and protecting specific                                      
habitats to particular projects carried out in them, the following suggestions are made:                                      
Prioritizing communication between the Danish Nature Agency and the Wadden Sea                                
Trilateral Cooperation, increasing grazing on the dune slacks of Rømø and Fanø giving                                      
importance to plant and bird biodiversity, considering the creation of active dunes as an                                         
necessary step in the obtention of a balanced ecosystem on the slowly-­accreting island                                      
of Fanø, seeing the impact of tourist activities on the dunes under a new light, in that its                                                     
destabilizing quality can be tolerable and even beneficial on areas with sufficient                                   
sediment surplus (such as Rømø), and finally considering much less conservative ideas                                   
like  helping  or  nourishing  the  creation  of  coastal  dunes  on  sand  banks  like  Koresand.  
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  1. Introduction 
  
Any strategy for management, conservation or restoration of nature is the product of a                                         
long process. This process involves different groups of people, from lawmakers to local                                      
farmers. It also spans from the philosophical choice of demarcating and valuing natural                                      
environments, to the scientific description of the elements and processes present in                                   
them. Finally it reaches the choices, actions and projects which in praxis are meant to                                            
improve or restore an area, always according to the objectives and ideas of the first, and                                               
to  the  knowledge  provided  in  the  second.  
  
This project seeks to analyze the entirety of the process, not from a political, managerial                                            
or scientific point of view only, but trying to describe the process from start to end, how                                                  
the different steps connect, and how different groups involved communicate;; always                                
from an interdisciplinary perspective. Thus, the subject of the Coastal Dunes in the                                      
Danish Wadden Sea is first seen as a minuscule fraction of a much larger system, later                                               
zooming in to the specifics that make these habitats so unique. Similarly, this project                                         
first addresses the system these habitats belong to first as the result of physical forces,                                            
both natural and man-­made. Later, this project seeks to integrate the role that scientific,                                         
administrative and political entities have in shaping and guarding the landscape of the                                      
coastal  dunes  in  the  Danish  Wadden  Sea.  
  
The ever-­changing landscape influenced by high wind and wave energy, salt spray and                                      
fast draining substrate of dune systems provides habitat for a highly adapted and                                      
diverse group of plant species which in turn provide shelter for an equally specialized                                         
group of fauna (McLachlan 1991). The formation of dunes goes hand-­in-­hand with                                   
vegetative succession;; dune systems have a horizontal zonation of succession where                                
diversity and height of flora increases with distance from the shoreline. Pioneer species                                      
establish on embryonic dunes, these highly adapted species trap and bind sediment,                                   
enabling the dune to establish into a foredune which can then be colonised by other less                                               
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  hardy species (Buckley et al 2013). With distance from the high water mark conditions                                         
for plant growth become more favourable, this is due to salt spray and wind energy                                            
being dissipated by vegetated foredunes and to increased organic soil content from the                                      
accumulation and degradation of plant litter. Thus, dune systems provide vital natural                                   
coastal protection in that they dissipate wind energy, absorb salt spray and allow for the                                            
growth of less extremophile species landwards from the dunes. Sand dunes are also                                      
vital reserves of sediment capable of absorbing wave energy in high energy storm                                      
systems and and this ability is increased with high levels of vegetation (Buckley et al                                            
2013). Sand dune systems globally have experienced a high level of decline due to                                         
human impacts, a high level of coastal urban development amongst habitat destruction                                   
has affected the natural sedimentation processes. High accessibility to transport of                                
goods and the like has seen the vast majority of cities formed on either river courses or                                                  
in close proximity to the shoreline, this has seen natural sedimentation cycles                                   
significantly altered and natural systems hardened, deepened and altered. Human                             
inhabitation of coastal systems has historically and globally resulted in man-­made                                
changes to sedimentation processes ( ​Monaco & Prouzet 2014) ​, more often than not the                                      
negative effects on this process have only become apparent in hindsight. Sand dunes                                      
have been removed, built upon, reinforced and hardened in a bid to utilise land right to                                               
the coast’s edge and/also to protect inappropriately placed development from coastal                                
processes  ( ​Monaco  &  Prouzet  2014) ​.  
  
In Denmark, centuries of coastal protection efforts have resulted in a diminished                                   
biodiversity of sand dune systems;; offshore dikes and fortification (intentional                             
stabilization) of sand dunes has resulted in a diminished area young successional forms                                      
of dunes, a problem which is exacerbated by human use, eutrophication and invasion by                                         
foreign plant and animal species (QSR 2009). Furthermore, recent mappings of the                                   
Danish Wadden Sea coastal dunes, together with the assessments of the Danish                                   
Nature Agency (DNA) after the Natura 2000 still qualify the conditions of these dune                                         
habitats as non-­favourable, and show very little diversity in dune habitats (QSR 2010),                                      
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  therefore also in flora and fauna, and thus open up for debate whether putting a stop on                                                  
intentional stabilization and protecting against encroachment with foreign species is                             
enough  to  return  the  Danish  Wadden  Sea  dunes  to  a  natural  state.  
  
This project emphasizes that the importance of the Wadden Sea lies not only in its flora                                               
and fauna and their ecological value but it is also of economic and social importance.                                            
With a cultural heritage spanning over 2000 years, today approximately 3.5 million                                   
people reside in the region who depend on the long-­term management of its coastal                                         
processes for protection against flooding and to sustain fisheries, clay mining, water                                   
production, tourism and agriculture industries. Thinking analytically, the Wadden Sea                             
represents a dynamic ecosystem that includes quite different realities like economic,                                
social, human and environmentalist interests (CPSL 2010). Thus, any description of this                                   
region’s “natural conditions” must count human influence as an essential forming factor                                   
(Enemark 2005), mainly in terms of reclamation of land from the sea and coastal                                         
defense. Human activities are described by Reise (2013) ‘to have created a divide                                      
between a natural seascape and a cultural landscape, often strictly separated by a dike                                         
line’. Dune systems have also been modified in places to protect and preserve the                                         
Wadden Sea shoreline and landscape, constituting a soft coastal protection measure                                
that  modifies  the  coastal  processes.  
  
There exists extensive work aimed at the protection of the Danish coastal dunes (both in                                            
the shape of research and knowledge, and as concrete actions and programs) and of all                                            
the habitats in the Wadden Sea, sand dunes included. At the same time, there exists a                                               
clear intention towards the protection of and a return to natural habitats in Europe in                                            
many levels, from European to local;; of which the Danish authorities actively partake.                                      
However, knowledge and experience face difficulties making their way across borders                                
and between institutions. Inspired by this discontinuity, this project aims to traverse                                   
administrative and biogeographical distances and apply experience from the past and                                
the past and abroad to the protection and, more specifically, restoration of the coastal                                         
dune  habitats  of  the  Danish  Wadden  Sea  in  a  sensible  manner.  
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This project explains the change in coastal processes of the Wadden Sea focussed on                                         
the Danish barrier islands. The natural processes and dynamics that take place in the                                         
Wadden Sea are influenced by human activities in the landscape, further, human                                   
activities forced several changes which have converted the landscape into a mosaic                                   
made  of  human  interactions  and  natural  processes  (Fig.  1).  
  
  
Fig  1.  Mental  sketch  to  understand  the  dynamics  in  the  Wadden  Sea  open  system.  
  
Additionally, the evaluation of future possibilities for improving the conservation state of                                   
the coastal dune systems in the Danish Wadden Sea islands will be discussed will be                                            
discussed. For this reason it is first necessary to see the dune environments today as                                            
the result of history of human inhabitation, coastal protection efforts and permitted                                   
nature  conservation  and  restoration  work.    
  
With  this  motivation,  the  following  problem  formulation  is  presented:    
“How to explain the present ecological state in the Danish Wadden Sea coastal dunes,                                         
and  how  is  it  possible  to  improve  their  ecology?”    
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  2. Methods 
  
To evaluate the present state of the Danish Wadden Sea coastal dunes and the results                                            
of the restoration and conservation efforts in Denmark’s past experiences, the relevance                                   
of techniques and their applicability in the Danish Wadden Sea island dunes will be                                         
discussed. These past experiences and techniques include stabilization efforts and later                                
abandonment of dune stabilization, the restoration projects and legislations applying to                                
the dune areas. Without providing comprehensive management plans for each of the                                   
islands suggestions for process-­oriented management practices will be proposed.                          
Aimed at improving the conservation and restoration of biodiversity and the natural                                   
dynamics of these important habitats to achieve the highest biodiversity and habitat                                   
stability while acknowledging human presence and influence as an important part of the                                      
natural  landscape.  
  
An obstacle when writing this report is the geographical remoteness of the Wadden Sea                                         
this hindered the possibility of obtaining first-­hand experience considerably. Conversely                             
this made the use of document analysis advantageous. This report acknowledges the                                   
responsibility of the researcher to handle and select sources carefully and critically and                                      
in the following section a brief résumé of the research process and an introduction to the                                               
primary sources of the report will be given. An introduction and source critique of various                                            
research  reports  and  plans  will  be  provided  when  introduced.  
           
In order to achieve the aforementioned purpose, this project at first sought out not only                                            
to gain a general idea of the Wadden Sea environment but also the different                                         
stakeholders of the Wadden Sea. This quickly led to The Trilateral Cooperation (TC).                                      
Upon investigating the research published by the TC it was apparent that they regarded                                         
the conservation status of the Danish Wadden Sea dunes as unfavorable to bad, this                                         
would act as a point of departure for the project. In order to validate this claim, data from                                                     
the Danish Nature Agency (DNA) was utilized. Throughout the research process there                                   
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  has been a continuous effort to corroborate the data gathered by comparing these two                                         
primary sources but also including various research papers and books, both to fill                                      
knowledge gaps in the two main sources and to provide a broader perspective. Lastly, in                                            
an effort to accommodate disagreements between the two main sources, a field trip to                                         
the  islands  of  Rømø  and  Mandø  was  also  conducted.  
  
The Trilateral Cooperation (TC) presents an ambitious aspiration for the management of                                   
the entire Wadden Sea. This project utilized a variety of TC reports and plans, primarily                                            
the Wadden Sea Plan 2010, Wadden Sea Quality Status report 2009, TMAP Typology                                      
2014 and Coastal Protection and Sea Level Rise 2010, which were easily accessible                                      
from a database on their homepage. This database supplied not only contemporary                                   
comprehensive management reports and plans, which were useful seeing as this report                                   
focusses on present day management, but also a wide variety of reports and plans of                                            
specific subjects and scopes which helped enable a broader understanding. The reports                                   
of the TC were conducted by TC researchers based on a combination of their own data                                               
collection and the use of existing knowledge. Besides the aforementioned benefits the                                   
TC material is provided in English, which is preferable, and seeing as the TC is an                                               
international cooperation their comprehensive plans focus on the Wadden Sea                             
holistically, which a national agency might not. In contrast, this can also be regarded as                                            
a weakness of the TC reports because of the international scope their findings often                                         
comes  off  as  being  quite  general,  vague  and  in  some  cases  imprecise.  
  
The Danish Nature Agency (DNA) is the agency responsible for the everyday                                   
management of the Danish Wadden Sea and therefore provided an insight into what is                                         
actually being undertaken both presently and planned for the future. On one hand the                                         
DNA supplies a vast amount of data readily available on Miljøportalen.dk, a web page                                         
that provides environmental data for the entirety of Denmark. On the other hand, reports                                         
on Nature Agency projects and plans were not accessible in the same manner as the                                            
TC reports and the majority were only made available upon request. The primary DNA                                         
reports used in this project were: Klithedeprojektet, Natur i Vadehavsområdet and The                                   
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  Natura 2000 Plan for the period 2009-­2015. The reports were in Danish and this                                         
presented a challenge seeing as the majority of the people conducting this report are                                         
non-­Danish speakers. The DNA uses a mix between Danish and international                                
classifications for typology and this sometimes presented a challenge while carrying out                                   
this project to precisely determine the various dune and nature habitats mentioned.                                   
However, the mappings from the DNA do seem to correspond better to what was                                         
observed  in  the  field  than  those  from  the  TC.  
  
As briefly mentioned prior, a field trip to Rømø and Mandø was undertaken with the                                            
purpose of investigating the diverging data. As a part of the field work an excursion with                                               
Jens Hjerrild Hansen from the DNA’s Wadden Sea office was arranged. Jens Hjerrild                                      
has worked for the Nature Agency as a forest ranger since 2006 on various locations                                            
and the last couple of years he has been responsible for managing 6000 hectares of                                            
open-­nature habitats on Rømø. Field work helped this project gain a perspective of the                                         
complexity of Wadden Sea island management. Because of budget and time constraints                                   
it  was  not  possible  to  conduct  research  on  Fanø  and  Skallingen.  
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  3. Results 
The  Wadden  Sea  as  a  Unique  Coastal  Zone  
The most dynamic aspect of the coastal zone is where the marine and terrestrial meet,                                            
the interface which is commonly referred to as the shoreline. This boundary is constantly                                         
undergoing change, where the marine and terrestrial influences overlap, and it provides                                   
habitat for numerous species highly adapted to utilize resources provided by this                                   
interaction (Bichot et al. 2013). Terrestrial land at the transition with the ocean is highly                                            
influenced by wave and wind energy, which affect the placement and displacement of                                      
soil and sediment;; shorelines which gain sediment by these process are termed                                   
depositional, and those that lose sediment are termed erosional ( ​Holden, 2012) ​. The                                   
sediment lost on erosional shorelines is either deposited at offshore bars or, more often,                                         
transported by longshore drift to depositional shorelines which are normally                             
characterised by sandy plains, beaches and coastal dune systems. Coastal sand dune                                   
systems are formed by the deposited sand on the shoreline where steady onshore                                      
winds blow sand inland, which then accumulates around obstacles such as vegetation,                                   
large grained sediment, stones or other physical obstacles. As sand is intercepted by                                      
these obstacles it accumulates and begins to form dunes which migrate with wind                                      
energy  inland  accumulating  more  sediment  in  the  process  ( ​Holden,  2012) ​.  
  
Coastal ecosystems are vital as providers of environmental resources for both marine                                   
and terrestrial life and for sustaining human economies, however these ecosystems                                
have experienced decline across Europe with the exponential population growth post                                
industrial revolution (Bichot et al 2013). Coastal marine environments are small in                                   
comparison with the oceans but are in turn highly productive, and they account for a                                            
vast amount of global ecological functions. It can be said to be the most biodiverse                                            
system on the Earth ( ​Loret & Tanacredi 1998). What is defined as coastal land is highly                                               
discussed and varies across conventions, however, it is commonly defined as land                                   
where marine processes affect terrestrial land and vice versa. Coastal Zones are                                   
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  defined by the European Commission's ICZM (2015) (Integrated Coastal Zone                             
Management) as “a strip of land and sea of varying width depending on the nature of the                                                  
environment and management needs. It seldom corresponds to existing administrative                             
or planning units. The natural coastal systems and the areas in which human activities                                         
involve the use of coastal resources may therefore extend well beyond the limit of                                         
territorial waters, and many kilometers inland” (ICZM 2015). With this in mind a specific                                         
framework has been established to define coastal land in Europe which ensures specific                                      
ecosystems and urban areas that may influence the shore as well as the inclusion of all                                               
inland areas which are under influence of marine environments. The criteria chosen by                                      
the  EC’s  ICZM  to  define  this  area  is  as  follows:     
  
● a 10km buffer from the coastline (obtained from administrative boundaries –                                
GISCO);;  ƒ    
● a 2km buffer from aggregation of five Corine Land Cover classes: -‐ Coastal                                      
wetlands  (salt  marshes,  salines,  and  intertidal  flats).  
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Fig.2  -­    Coastal  Areas  of  North-­East  Atlantic  Ocean  as  defined  by  criteria  (  Baranzelli,  et  al.  2000)  
  
Among all the coastal areas of the world, the Wadden Sea is a special case. Nowhere                                               
else on the planet exists a system of tidal flats, salt marshes, estuaries and coastal                                            
dunes of similar scale and complexity (Enemark 2005). Thus, belonging to such a                                      
unique coastal environment, complexed with a human population in the millions and with                                      
a history of settlement of over two thousand years (in the heart of Europe, no less), the                                                  
coastal dune systems of the Wadden Sea make up an outstanding object for study and                                            
conservation  efforts.  
  
The area now known as the Wadden Sea was primarily created by the outcome of the                                               
Saale and Weichsel glaciation. When the ice melted some 8000 years ago it left the                                            
mainland coastline more or less as it seen today (the Danish Nature Agency et al,                                            
2005). Not only did it form the mainland coastline but when the ice had withdrawn it left                                                  
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  the adjacent coastal waters with a myriad of sandbanks and the mainland with moraine                                         
banks called geest. These conditions coupled with a persistent western wind caused                                   
consistent waves which brought sediment and formed the area as we know it today.                                         
Some of the sandbanks eventually accreted enough mass to enable the growth of                                      
vegetation becoming islands themselves, among them the Danish islands of Fanø,                                
Mandø and Rømø. The shallow waters enabled the formation of the nutritious mud flat                                         
areas providing prime living conditions for a wide variety of birds, crustaceans and                                      
mammals (The Danish Nature Agency et al, 2005). The Wadden Sea has a total of area                                               
of over 10,000 square kilometer and 4,700 square kilometers of tidal mudflats known as                                         
wades.  
  
The Wadden Sea is thus a highly productive mosaic of tidal flats, estuaries and tidal                                            
inlets separated from the North Sea by a chain of tens of barrier islands that extend from                                                  
Texel in the Netherlands to Fanø in Denmark (although the Skallingen peninsula is often                                         
included where the Danish Wadden Sea islands are concerned). Together with the tidal                                      
flats, beaches and salt marshes of the Wadden Sea, the barrier islands act as a buffer                                               
between the highly energetic conditions of the North Atlantic and the continental                                   
coastline. Here, large amounts of wave and tide energy are dissipated by sandy                                      
beaches and dune systems located on the seaward side of the islands, which in turn                                            
makes them highly dynamic systems, both morphologically and ecologically (Oost, et.                                
al. 2012). The barrier islands in this coastal zone differentiate this system from other                                         
european coastal systems, as they provide a variety of ecosystem services vital for the                                         
economical  sustainability  of  their  respective  countries.  
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Fig  3.  Map  of  the  Wadden  Sea  and  Conservation  Area  with  national  boundaries.  (QSR  2010)  
  
The  Danish  Wadden  Sea 
The Danish Wadden Sea area totals ca. 850 square kilometers (Abrahamse, Jan et al:                                         
1976). Around 70% of the Danish Wadden Sea consist of wades and high sandbanks                                         
(The  Danish  Nature  Agency,  2005).    
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Fig.  4-­  Tidal  mudflats  and  sandbanks  of  the  danish  Wadden  sea  (the  Danish  Nature  Agency,  2005)  
  
The Danish Wadden sea area differs from the Dutch and German Wadden Sea in that it                                               
is an area of accretion, estimated at around 200,000 cubic meters of sediment per year,                                            
whereas especially the Dutch and to some extent the German Wadden Sea are losing                                         
sediment (Abrahamse, Jan et al:, 1976). The Danish Wadden Sea area consist of four                                         
intertidal zones each originating around its own tidal inlet. The four tidal inlets are listed                                            
here from North to South: Grådyb, Knudedyb, Juvre dyb and Lister dyb (The Danish                                         
Nature Agency et al, 2005). The tidal inlets are much deeper than the general area and                                               
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  can reach depths of 20-­30 meters and generally contain a much heavier bottom                                      
composition of rocks and larger sand grains compared to the rest of the Wadden Sea.                                            
During each tidal period it has been estimated that one billion cubic meters of water flow                                               
through the tidal inlets bringing and depositing sediment and nutrients to the Wadden                                      
Sea although the vast majority returns to the North Sea again. Grådyb, Knudedyb, Juvre                                         
dyb all have a flowing dynamic with each intertidal zone exchanging water and sediment                                         
with the others during each tide. Contrarily, Lister Dyb has been separated first in 1927                                            
by the German Hindenburg Dam to the South near Sylt and later by the construction of                                               
the Rømø Dam in 1947, essentially transforming the area to an artificial basin isolated                                         
from the rest of the Danish Wadden Sea (Abrahamse, Jan et al:, 1976;; The Danish                                            
Nature Agency et al, 2005). The three remaining tidal inlets continue to be dynamic as                                            
just mentioned and although the construction of the gravel road called Låningsvejen in                                      
1978 from Mandø to the mainland somewhat acts as a barrier, it is still possible for the                                                  
road to be flooded and there to be exchange of water carying sediment between                                         
Knydedyb and Juvre Dyb (Abrahamse, Jan et al:, 1976 ;; The Danish Nature Agency et                                            
al,  2005).  
While the East and West Frisian islands experience predominant waves from the west.                                      
the North Frisian islands receive waves mostly from the north-­west, together with a tidal                                         
range of 1.5m around Skalling under normal weather conditions and a maximum                                   
increase  during  storm  surges  of  3.5-­4m  and  waves  of  up  to  11m  of  height  (Oost  2012).  
  
Fanø  
Fanø is a classic barrier island with a large broad beach to the west demarcated by a                                                  
dune area just east of the beach, followed by heathland further east and finally salt                                            
marsh areas along the eastern coastline (Miljøportalen, 2015). Due to human settlement                                   
and land use, the meadow vegetation on Fanø is almost nonexistent (Miljøportalen,                                   
2015). Of the islands Fanø, Mandø and Rømø, Fanø is the island located closest to the                                               
area’s sediment equilibrium line. This equilibrium line is an imaginary curve shaped as                                      
an inverted C which runs from the southern point of Skallingen to the most northern part                                               
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  of Sylt, east of this line the area has potential for accretion while west of it sediment is                                                     
constantly moved preventing deposition (Abrahamse, Jan et al:, 1976). Therefore, of the                                   
three islands the one with the least potential for growth is Fanø. This is also visible when                                                  
looking at figure 4, the beaches and sandbanks on and near Fanø are smaller than                                            
Rømø and Mandø. The limited growth has hindered the formation of new embryonic and                                         
white dunes, although a slim ​new row of dunes has established itself centrally behind                                         
Fanø’s beach. Fanø has only seen some significant growth for as long as can be told                                               
from available maps at the northwest point of the island at Søren Jensens Sand, which                                            
used to be a sandbank separated by a tidal inlet called Hamborg Dyb but it is now a part                                                        
of Fanø. Søren Jensens Sand receives the majority of its sediment from the erosion of                                            
parts  of  Skallingen.  
  
Mandø  
Mandø is a somewhat peculiar barrier island in that it differs from the classic structure of                                               
a barrier island (Abrahamse, Jan et al:, 1976). Unlike Fanø and Rømø, Mandø does not                                            
have a beach ​per se ​, instead a small mudflat separates it from the sandbank of                                            
Koresand which is bigger than the actual island of Mandø. Koresand acts as one of the                                               
biggest resting places for birds and seals and has seen sparse pioneer vegetation trying                                         
to establish itself on the sandbank, but so far the vegetation has been removed by the                                               
recurring storm surges (DNA et al 2005). Mandø is completely surrounded by a dike and                                            
only a small row of old stabilized dunes and some smaller marsh areas are present,                                            
and given the natural conditions and the land use of the island the formation of new                                               
dunes  is  highly  restricted.  
  
Rømø  
Rømø is also a classic barrier island but as previously mentioned it is growing at a rapid                                                  
rate, unlike Fanø. The island’s growth is impressive by any standards and since the                                         
1940's the island has grown over one kilometer seawards and three new rows of dunes                                            
have formed and a new one is already starting to establish itself on the broad beach.                                               
This growth is especially apparent at the northwest and southwest corners of the island.                                         
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  The majority of Rømø’s sediment accretion originates south, primarily from the Elbe                                   
estuary and west from the North Sea (Abrahamse, Jan et al:, 1976). It is evident that the                                                  
geomorphological conditions of Rømø are prime for the formation and wellbeing of                                   
active  dunes.  
  
Skallingen    
Skallingen is a small peninsula and the only part of the mainland coastline associated                                         
with the Danish Wadden Sea that contains dunes (The Danish Nature Agency et al,                                         
2005). The 20 km ​2 ​peninsula is protruding from Blåvandshuk in a southerly direction, it                                         
acts a barrier for Ho Bugt just east of it. Besides a small clutch of dunes the rest of the                                                           
peninsula is mainly lowland marsh and during winter storms it is not uncommon to see iit                                               
completely flooded with the exception for the dune tops (Naturparkvadehavet, n/d &                                   
Miljøportalen, n/d). The peninsula was created as the result of a storm surge around                                         
1640 and to this day experiences a rapidly changing landscape (Naturparkvadehavet,                                
n/d). Since the beginning of the 1900’s Skallingen has been subjected to the eroding                                         
forces of the wind and waves from the North Sea and lost around two kilometers of                                               
landmass at its southern point (Naturparkvadehavet, n/d). As mentioned above the vast                                   
majority of the sediment eroded from Skallingen is now accreting at Søren Jensens                                      
Sand  on  Fanø.  
  
Langli  
As previously mentioned the Wadden Sea is highly dynamic and has the ability to                                         
change the landscape literally overnight (DNA ​et al 2005). A couple of distinctive                                      
examples is the island of Langli and the sandbank of Jordsand. Langli is the smallest                                            
and most northern Wadden Sea island, located in Ho Bugt, and now only contains an                                            
old school and a field station used for researchers conducting fieldwork, until 1913 the                                         
island was inhabited (Naturparkvadehavet, n/d). Langli's creation differs from the three                                
other Danish Wadden Sea islands, it was originally a part of the Danish west coast until                                               
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  storm surge around 1640 separated the island from the mainland. Langli now acts as                                         
bird  sanctuary  with  very  limited  public  access  (Naturparkvadehavet,  n/d).  
  
Jordsand  
Jordsand once was the only island in the Danish Wadden Sea that didn't have a dike                                               
protecting it, a so-­called Hallig. It was located southeast of Rømø and east of the                                            
northern part of Sylt. At the beginning of the 1600's it was measured at six square                                               
kilometers (a bit smaller than present day Mandø) but recurring storm surges gradually                                      
engulfed the island and by 1999 only a sandbank called Jordsand Flak remained.                                      
Experts claim that the change in morphodynamics attributed to the construction of the                                      
the Rømø-­ and Hindenburg Dam accelerated the erosion of Jordsand . It is believed that                                            
Jordsand was once landlocked with both Jutland and Sylt . Jordsand Flak now acts as a                                               
resting  place  for  seals  and  birds  (The  DNA  et  al,  2005).  
  
Cultural  history  and  modification  in  the  landscape    
As illustrated in the prior section the Wadden Sea’s dynamic landscape presented its                                      
challenges for the first human settlers but the fertile ecosystem, did however present                                      
attractive arable land. The oldest remains of human settlements found in the Wadden                                      
Sea are temporary hunting and fishing grounds along watercourses which are more                                   
than 8000 years old (Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012). Permanent settlements from this                                
period now reside at the bottom of the North Sea or have become superimposed by the                                               
marshes (Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012). Most settlements and agricultural areas from                             
the Danish Neolithic Age (3800-­1900 AD) are henceforth located on the elevated geest                                      
areas (Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012). Ribe is thought to be the first still-­existing Danish                                      
city established around the year 700 AD and it is now believed that trade was                                            
established with the Norwegian Vikings as early as this time (Nationalpark Vadehavet,                                   
2012 & Videnskab.dk, 2015). Besides Ribe other large Medieval cities like Varde and                                      
Tønder is worth mentioning and it is generally believed that the areas merchants thrived                                         
trading far and wide mainly attributed to the areas easy water access (Krageskov, Finn:                                         
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  2005). For instance, Tønder is referred to as an anchorage with good shelter in an                                            
Arabian scripture from 1130 (Krageskov, Finn: 2005). At the beginning of the Danish                                      
Medieval Age around the year 1100, most settlements were still located on geest areas                                         
but the following centuries agricultural areas started moving into the marshes                                
(Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012). During this period the construction of so-­called                             
summer dikes was initiated (a summer dike allows flooding during the harsher winter                                      
period). The oldest sea dike running from Højer to Rudbøl is called Hertug Hans' Dige,                                            
built in 1556 (Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012). During the 1700's the practice of land                                      
reclamation in an effort to gain arable land became more commonplace (Nationalpark                                   
Vadehavet,  2012).    
  
Formalised grazing of dune slack vegetation by domestic animals in Denmark has as                                      
well a long history;; the use of these areas for grazing of sheep and cattle dates back to                                                     
1000AD and coincides with the construction of the first dikes (Jenson 1985). It can be                                            
assumed that grazing of domesticated animals on salt marshes and coastal wetlands                                   
occurred earlier than the first records, somewhere between 2500 -­ 3000BC, as                                   
agriculture developed in Denmark from what was previously a hunting culture. In                                   
addition to grazing, coastal wetlands have also been used historically with a wide range                                         
of purposes inclusive of but not limited to hay-­making, grass cutting and silage for                                         
building  materials.  
  
The settlement history of the Wadden Sea islands differs from that of the mainland. The                                            
islands show no sign of permanent settlement until the 1100's but small fishing villages                                         
were established, for instance at Sønderho and Nordby during the following centuries                                   
(Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012). The islands, especially Fanø and Rømø, experienced                             
their heyday during the 1700 and 1800's with a booming fishing and whaling industry,                                         
however, with the opening of Esbjerg Havn in 1876 this industry declined (Nationalpark                                      
Vadehavet,  2012  &  Krageskov,  Finn:  2005).    
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  At the end of the 1800's tourism started to flourish on the west coasts of Rømø and                                                  
Fanø. Fanø Vesterhavsbad opened in 1892 and in 1898 the bathing resort Lakolk                                      
opened on Rømø, especially Fanø Vesterhavsbad was famous for hosting noble guests                                   
(Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012 & Krageskov, Finn: 2005). Living on the islands was                                   
challenging with continuous flooding and sand drift (Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012 &                                
Krageskov, Finn: 2005). The islanders made continuous attempts of improving their                                
living conditions for instance by stabilizing the dunes to minimize the sand drift and                                         
supply coastal protection and modifying the dikes to provide safety. Especially Mandø                                   
experienced recurrent flooding and is now completely surrounded by dikes                             
(Nationalpark Vadehavet, 2012 & Krageskov, Finn: 2005). The most extensive effort                                
saw the stabilization of all Danish coastal dunes in the second half of the 19th century                                               
(Feilberg 1992). It is evident that the islands cultural history distinguishes itself not only                                         
from that of the mainland Wadden Sea coastline but the entirety of Denmark's. The                                         
islands have their own unique traditions, traditional garments and building style which is                                      
all shaped by the history and wind and weather of the islands (Nationalpark Vadehavet,                                         
2012  &  Krageskov,  Finn:  2005).    
  
Succession  in  Coastal  Dunes  
Morphogenetically, the coastal dunes are in many ways responsible for the growth of                                      
the barrier islands of the Wadden Sea, which are vital for the protection of the habitats                                               
behind them, both in the water and on the mainland (SQS 2010). Besides being an                                            
important mechanism for accretion of transported sediment on the barrier islands and                                   
protecting the sea and coastline behind them from erosion, the beach and dune systems                                         
also serve a coastal protection role on the islands themselves. Beaches and beach                                      
plains are vital in dissipating wave energy and preventing erosion of the coast, while                                         
dunes constitute a natural barrier for the sea during storms, and both serve as sediment                                            
sources  and  sinks  in  the  natural  dynamics  of  the  coastline  (French  2001).    
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  Ecological change goes hand in hand with geomorphological change, the coastline                                
changes in time and so does the variety and distribution of flora and fauna which inhabit                                               
it. Furthermore, the very presence of plants and other living organisms affects the                                      
reforming of the coast by interacting with the local geomorphological processes. The                                   
sequence of ​snapshots of such life-­habitat distributions is called succession. In general                                   
terms, abiotic forces (such as waves, tides and wind) disturb or transport substrate                                      
(sand and other sediment) onto which a selected few ​pioneer ​species of plants and                                         
animals move. This affects the mobility and physicochemical properties of this new                                   
substrate, allowing for different (more biodiverse) groups of species to move in.                                   
Biodiversity does not necessarily increase or decrease together with succession, as                                
each stage has its own unique mix of species. However, it is generally accepted that for                                               
every environment exists a ​climax successional stage, which embodies the most stable                                   
combination of biological and abiotic elements and interactions, and in which                                
biodiversity is limited by the dominance of relatively few very successful species                                   
(Holden,  2012).  
  
Beaches and dunes together constitute one morphogenetic habitat system in that they                                   
are created, shaped and influenced by the common factors of wave and wind energy. In                                            
addition to being highly active sediment sinks, they are a vital source of habitat to many                                               
specialized species. Behind most dune systems, sheltered low-­lying areas can develop                                
into salt marshes, on higher ground heathlands and woodlands represent climax                                
habitats  (Feilberg  and  Jensen,  1992;;  SQS  2010).    
  
Unlike most other coastal habitats, the creation and evolution of dune habitats is mainly                                         
dominated by wind transport of material that has been deposited by the sea onto the                                            
beaches and sand plains in front of them. Besides wind strength and direction, the most                                            
important abiotic factors in the dynamics of the dune habitats are the height of the water                                               
table, the salinity and pH of the substrate and the availability of nutrients (DMU 2008). In                                               
theory, the succession of beach and dune habitats flows landwards with the natural                                      
stabilization of sand drifts by pioneer plant species, which in time changes in the soil                                            
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  chemistry. In the Danish nomenclature and typology of coastal dune succession                                
(Feilberg and Jensen, 1992), this succession progresses from white to green, brown                                   
and grey dunes. With growing distance from the sea, soil increases in stability and                                         
nutrient content while decreasing in salinity, calcium availability and pH resulting in                                   
climaxes of dune heaths or brushlands. However, the different dune and dune slack                                      
successional states often occur simultaneously in a mosaic fashion as a result of the                                         
relatively large variations in topography, soil chemistry and microclimate which                             
characterize  dynamic  coastal  environments  (DMU  2008).  
  
According to a new model for the geo-­ecological functioning of a Wadden Sea island                                         
cited by the Wadden Sea Trilateral Cooperation, the development of beach and dune                                      
habitats starts with the transport of sand and sediment at the tidal deltas between the                                            
islands, from which bare beach plains emerge. Sand blowing from these beach plains                                      
gathers in sand drifts and embryonic dunes, which are still mostly bare except for                                         
occasional colonization by European searocket ( ​Cakile maritimae ​), and sand                          
couch-­grass ( ​Elymus farctus​), which can tolerate high salinity and low availability of                                   
nutrients (SQS 2010). These sand drifts and embryonic dunes continue to grow from                                      
wind-­transported sand and eventually merge into larger white dunes, which are mainly                                   
covered by irregular patches of sturdy, salt-­tolerant grasses such as marram grass                                   
( ​Ammophila arenaria ​) and lyme grass ( ​Leymus arenarius​) (DMU 2008). White dunes                                
are greatly stabilized by both marram and lyme grasses, which trap wind-­transported                                   
sand and provide structure for the dune through their roots. For this reason, many dunes                                            
have been intentionally planted with marram grass to increase their quality as coastal                                      
protection elements and achieving stabilization of the coastal dunes in Denmark at a                                      
national  level  between  1850  and  1930  (Feilberg  and  Jensen,  1992).  
  
If the aeolian sand transport on the dunes remains strong, a constant supply of calcium                                            
and a high pH are present. When stabilization and plant cover have had time to produce                                               
a sufficiently nourishing soil on the dune (helped or otherwise caused by mixing with                                         
nutrient-­rich substrates for example when dunes move over older moraine soils);; a                                   
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  vigorous and diverse flora has developed, creating what in Denmark is referred to as a                                            
green dune. Green dunes, while not the most extensive successional types in Denmark,                                      
are fairly common and quite lush, being characterized by marram grasses ( ​Ammophila                                   
arenaria ​), creeping willow ( ​Salix repens​), red fescure ( ​Festuca rubra ​), smooth meadow                                
grass ( ​Poa pratensis​), bird’s foot trefoil ( ​Lotus cornicatus​) and many other plant species,                                      
while some mosses such as ​Hypnum cupressiforme and various lichens occur                                
frequently  (Feilberg  and  Jensen,  1992).  
  
Higher and drier dunes will evolve as sediment is leached by rainfall, resulting in a                                            
calcium-­poor, acid environments covered mainly in mosses, lichens and few plant                                
species (brown and grey dunes in Denmark, brown dunes being the transitional stage                                      
between the green and grey dunes) (Feilberg and Jensen, 1992). As the dune system                                         
evolves with time the lower, wetter dunes and dune slacks (incl. dune slack fens) remain                                            
in a lush state, with many types of weeds and grasses (probably grouped together with                                            
the green dunes in Danish tradition) (DMU 2008). Both of these habitats support a                                         
series of specialized plant species, dependant on sand and water mobility. These                                   
conditions are often threatened by the expansion of stabilizing species including growth                                   
of marram grass and by the lowering of the groundwater table, which both stop                                         
sediment movement and starve the soil of minerals, particularly calcium (Grootjans                                
1991).  
  
The habitat one step further in the succession of both dune and dune slack habitats is                                               
the dune heathland, which is characterized by a stable, acidic soil, dominated by dwarf                                         
bushes, grasses and heather ( ​Calluna vulgaris​) (DMU 2008). These habitats can then                                   
respectively evolve into dune scrub and woodland on the one hand, and dune slack                                         
reedland, creeping willow shrubbery and woodland on the other hand (QSR 2009). The                                      
dune slack zone is a low-­lying moist area of the dune system, dune slacks are formed                                               
by the wind generated erosion of soil which in time creates a valley between sand ridges                                               
where the substrate is below or close to the groundwater table. Dune slacks are home                                            
to a contrastly different variety of flora species in comparison to the vegetation present                                         
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  on the surrounding dry and free draining soil of the dunes, this is due to factors of                                                  
elevation and soil composition. The productivity of the vegetation present in the dune                                      
slacks is another contributing factor to the presence of semi-­aquatic plants, vegetation                                   
such with high productivity increases the soil organic matter and increasing moisture                                   
retention.  
  
Biodiversity  
In recent decades the awareness of biodiversity's importance increased and nowadays                                
it is officially seen as necessary to preserve biodiversity. Some might argue that this                                         
importance lies in every species’ intrinsic right of existence, but biodiversity can as well                                         
be seen as the cornerstone of our existence on Earth. Biodiversity is the variation                                         
among living organisms and their ecosystem;; it is basically a measure of species                                      
richness (Holden, 2012). Species are mutually dependent and interrelate with each                                
other and therefore create a complex ecosystem. Humans are part of this complex                                      
system and because of this dependant on biodiversity as it provides commercial and                                      
medical benefits (Holden, 2012). The speed of destruction of coastal ecosystems                                
worldwide asks for policies, management and scientific research which aim to protect                                   
coastal biodiversity. Biodiversity is important for the balance of the ecosystem and its                                      
adaptability to changes;; conserving coastal biodiversity is therefore in its simplest                                
meaning  the  conservation  of  life  (Beatley,  1991).  
  
It is highly imperative to maintain biodiverse habitat sites. Where coastal wetlands are                                      
not controlled effectively by biotic or abiotic factors (grazing by herbivorous animals or                                      
mowing) premature succession occurs. The lowland coastal wetlands become                          
increasingly dominated by common reed ​Phragmites ​and other high sward vegetation                                
(see figure 5), this results in the abandonment by waterbirds as high sward vegetation                                         
restricts usage (Clausen et al 2013). These high sward species are less suited for                                         
consumption due to their reduced digestibility and low nutritional values, the height and                                      
dense growth restricts the ability of these species to be grazed by waterfowl. The high                                            
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  dominance of common reed crowds out other vegetation reducing the usage of the area                                         
for numerous species who are then restricted to the outer perimeters of the reed bed                                            
and  small  patches  of  low  sward  vegetation.  
Fig.  5  Grazed  vs.  ungrazed  areas  in  Rømø  
  
Besides the local importance of coastal habitats for biodiversity, these areas are as well                                         
important on a global scale, as migratory waterbirds (including waterfowl and waders)                                   
use the habitat for breeding, staging and wintering. Many of these habitats in the                                         
Wadden Sea are considered to have an unsatisfactory conservation status due to                                   
increasing human pressures on the systems and the increasing imminent threat of sea                                      
level rise (Delany et al, 2009). The Wadden Sea is an avian hotspot for migratory                                            
waterbirds, lowland coastal wetlands particularly those found in dune slacks form a                                   
stop-­over habitat which is vital to the survival of these species. Waterbirds are highly                                         
dependant on the presence of such sites to feed and rest, these herbivorous birds need                                            
to store energy in the form of bodily fat to have successful return migrations and                                            
reproductive ability. Therefore the shoreline of Denmark, in particularly areas of low                                   
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  human disturbance and those characterised by marshes and wetlands are of                                
unparalleled importance for breeding, staging and wintering activities (Clausen et al                                
2013). Herbivorous waterbirds are highly dependant on the presence of areas within                                   
coastal dune systems with vegetation characterised by low heights and high nutrient                                   
content. These plant communities are predominantly present in moist low-­lying areas                                
where vegetation is more luscious than the surrounding dunes, increased availability of                                   
water due to close proximity to the water table and increased nutrient availability. This                                         
vegetation is more accessible to be consumed by waterbirds as high sward vegetation                                      
restricts the accessibility of waterbirds due to physiological reasons (relatively short legs                                   
and/or unsuited feet to perch). In addition to high accessibility the vascular and soft                                         
structure of low sward plants coupled with high nutrient content is preferable to many                                         
species in particular geese. According to Clausen et al (2013) the presence of the                                         
following species are vital in low land coastal wetlands: common saltmarsh grass                                   
Puccinella maritima Huds., red fescue ​Festuca rubra L., sea plantain ​Plantago maritima                                   
L., seaside arrowgrass ​Triglochin maritima L., common glasswort ​Salicornia europaea                             
L., sea aster ​Aster tripolium L. and sand-­spurrey S​pergularia sp. These species form a                                         
plant community of high importance to both leaf and seed eating waterfowl, especially                                      
when high tide restricts the ability of these birds to forage on marine vegetation.                                         
Declines in marine feeding sites due to eutrophication, pollution and disturbance from                                   
human activities have driven an increase of terrestrial habitat use. As marine                                   
macrophytes (in particular ​Zostera and ​Ruppia ​) decline, terrestrial vegetation has                             
increased in importance for sustaining species such as Eurasion wigeon ( ​Anas                                
penelope L.) ​and brent geese ( ​Branta bernicla L.) ​subspecies (Clausen et al 2013).                                      
Non-­herbivorous birds (waders) also depend on these areas and use them as hunting                                      
grounds  when  water  levels  are  significant  enough  to  harbour  fish  and  aquatic  insect  life.  
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  The  Role  of  Key  Agencies  in  the  Danish  Wadden  Sea  Area  
  
The role of creating the knowledge on the definition, location, and status of the natural                                            
habitats to be protected, as well as providing the guidelines to follow to attain the best                                               
results in practice, falls on primarily scientific organizations. Often, these organizations                                
are embedded in governments as EPA’s (Environmental Protection Agencies) and act                                
as the official scientific body which translate the intentions of the political body into                                         
specific qualitative and quantitative guidelines for the local groups in charge of taking                                      
action.  
Other organizations are separated from any one government, and serve the function of                                      
scientific peers and advisers for the people attached to the decision-­making process,                                   
striving to stay independent from the interest and influences of the particular nations or                                         
communities  in  which  the  natural  habitats  are  found.  
  
The decision making in the area of the Danish Barriers Islands is influenced by                                         
legislative and non legislative authorities on European, national and local levels. The                                   
Trilateral Wadden Sea Cooperation (TC) is a non legislative agency providing                                
knowledge and suggesting targets. While the valid rules and guidelines for the Wadden                                      
Sea are made by the Danish Ministry of Environment (through the Danish Coastal                                      
Authority  and  the  Danish  Nature  Agency)  and  the  European  Union.  
  
There is a large network of agencies which influence the Wadden Sea area, whether it                                            
be for economic or, providing knowledge and suggesting targets. Of these, this project                                      
considers as key agencies the Danish Nature Agency (DNA), which is attached to the                                         
Danish decision-­making process in the sense that local actors in the area are required                                         
to enforce Danish Ministry of Environment policies formulated by the DNA;; and the TC,                                         
which aims to act as the main scientific advising entity for all the countries in the                                               
Wadden  Sea,  providing  a  holistic  perspective  including  the  whole  Wadden  Sea  area.  
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  The  Danish  Nature  Agency  
The DNA is a branch of the Danish Ministry of Environment and is responsible for the                                               
everyday landscape management of the Danish Wadden Sea. I Every five years a                                      
management plan is made which outlines the objectives for the following five years.                                      
Since the European Union introduced the Natura 2000 programme it has acted as the                                         
overarching legislation which Denmark and the other EU countries are obliged to                                   
comply. The current plan for the Wadden Sea is called Natura 2000 plan 2009-­2015                                         
Vadehavet  made  by  the  Danish  Ministry  of  Environment.     
In order to improve the environmental quality and to provide a high quality of living                                            
standard, the European Union (EU) adopted a range of environmental protection                                
measures. According to EU policy, human life and economy is dependent on                                   
biodiversity. With financial instruments like the European LIFE programme the EU is                                   
co-­financing environmental, nature conservation and climate action projects.                       
Furthermore, the EU has established the Natura 2000 Network, which aims “to assure                                      
the long-­term survival of Europe's most valuable and threatened species and habitats”                                   
(“Natura 2000 network -­ Environment -­ European Commission,” n.d.). On their webpage,                                   
the European Union describes Natura 2000 as “centrepiece of EU nature & biodiversity                                      
policy”, which is built up on the European Commission's Habitats and Birds Directives.                                      
The two directives are of great importance for European conservation policies. The                                   
Habitats Directive provides over 1000 animals and plant species and over 200 ​habitat                                      
types including meadows and wetlands (“The Habitats Directive -­ Environment -­                                
European Commission,” n.d.). Through banning activities which directly threaten wild                             
bird species, the Bird Directive intends to protect the habitat of endangered, endemic                                      
and rare bird species. As a network based on those two directives, Natura 2000 is a                                               
counteract to the ongoing loss of biodiversity. The Natura 2000 area of effect includes                                         
more than 750,000 km ​2 ​, which is 18% of the EU’s land area (“Nature & Biodiversity -­                                               
Environment -­ European Commission,” n.d.). The network also includes marine and                                
offshore environments. “Almost all dune areas have been designated as Natura 2000                                   
areas under the Birds and Habitats Directives” (See Fig. 6) (“Wadden Sea Plan 2010,”                                         
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  2010). As the field of water policies is relevant for this project, the Water Framework                                            
Directive is also of importance. The Water Framework Directive includes the protection                                   
of all waters, surface and ground waters in a holistic way to achieve good quality by                                               
2015 (Harald Marencic (Ed.) 2009). The Wadden Sea -­ Introduction. Thematic Report                                   
No. 1). Moreover the Water Framework Directive manages areas through differentiating                                
river basin districts, which cover surface-­, groundwater and coastal waters. European                                
water, habitats and birds policies however rely on scientific researches and                                
investigations carried out on national levels or through agencies like the Trilateral                                   
Cooperation.     
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  Fig.  6  -­  The  Danish  Wadden  Sea  with  overlapped  Natura  2000,  State-­owned  and  Bird  Directive  areas.  
(Kortforsyningen  2014)  
  
The DNA has the responsibility to map the country’s natural areas according to the                                         
Natura 2000 habitat typology and to assess the conservation status of each of these                                         
habitats.  
  
The data and mappings produced are publicly available through the agency’s different                                   
data portals, such as Miljøportalen. Using GIS, the data from Denmark’s Natura 2000                                      
assessments on the islands of Rømø, Fanø and Mandø, as well as the peninsula of                                            
Skallingen, were made into maps showing the different habitats and color coded after                                      
their conservation status (Figures. 7, 8, 9 and 10). It is important to note the nearly total                                                  
absence of dune environments in Skallingen and Mandø, and the predominance of                                   
“Moderate” and “N/A” status on Fanø, in contrast to the diverse and generally                                      
high-­status  habitats  on  Rømø.  
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  It is important to acknowledge that an alternative classification of dunes into white,                                      
green, brown and grey is also characteristic of Danish scientific texts, all the while it is                                               
by no means an international standard of dune typology and it is not widely used by any                                                  
other of the Wadden Sea countries. Thus, since knowledge about dune environments is                                      
produced continuously across the world and specifically all over the Wadden Sea, it                                      
makes more sense to characterize the different successional stages of the dunes by                                      
their most common vegetation. Due to differences in nomenclature and systems of                                   
division, in this sense any type of dune mentioned can be located in typological tradition                                            
by identifying the group to which the mentioned characteristic vegetation belongs. This                                   
is how knowledge from different sources will be used interchangeably in this project                                      
from  here  on.  
  
Wadden  Sea  Trilateral  Cooperation  
The Common Wadden Sea Secretariat, or Trilateral Cooperation (TC) is based on the                                      
Joint Declaration of Protection of the Wadden Sea. In 1982 the Cooperation was agreed                                         
between the Netherlands, Denmark and Germany at the third conference in                                
Copenhagen and was updated in 2010. The three countries “declare their intention to                                      
coordinate their activities and measures to implement a number of international legal                                   
instruments in the field of natural environmental protection […] for a comprehensive                                   
protection of the Wadden Sea region as a whole, including its flora and fauna”                                         
(“European Environment Agency’s home page — European Environment Agency                          
(EEA),” n.d.). This includes the guiding principle ‘‘to achieve, as far as possible, a                                         
natural and sustainable ecosystem in which natural processes proceed in an                                
undisturbed way’’ (CWSS, 1991a). On their official web page the TC is described as a                                            
world wide unique example of effective transboundary ecosystem-­based collaboration in                             
order to conserve a World Heritage site (“About the Cooperation | The Trilateral                                      
Cooperation  on  the  Protection  of  the  Wadden  Sea,”  n.d.).  
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  One of the actions taken by the TC as a supranational scientific body has been to try to                                                     
address the discrepancies among the different traditions for classifying and naming                                
dune types and dune habitats;; as these differences work against the cooperation goal                                      
set among the Wadden Sea countries and make it more difficult to unify the knowledge                                            
of the whole region. To this end, the Wadden Sea Trilateral Cooperation has since 2010                                            
carried out the Trilateral Monitoring and Assessment Programme (TMAP) which                             
provides information and a scientific base for policy, management and decision making.                                   
An independent habitat typology and detailed mappings were produced with the                                
purpose of harmonizing the different regional vegetation typologies used in the past and                                      
thus help the integrated management and protection of the Wadden Sea. TMAP has                                      
then the purpose of aiding the management of the complex collection of successional                                      
stages which can be present in the dune system mosaic. This classification is based on                                            
both morphological features and dominant vegetation types, inclusive of all the                                
European Commission Natura 2000 habitat types. The classification code consists of a                                   
letter (X for xerosere, or dry environments and H for hydrosere, or wet environments)                                         
and a series of numbers separated by dots, increasing in value towards the later                                         
successional  stages  (A  summary  table  is  provided  below,  see  tables  1  &  2).  
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Table  1.  TMAP  classification  of  hygrosere  dune  slack  habitats  with  characteristic  plant  species  and  
equivalent  Natura  2000  habitats.  (QSR  2009)  
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Table  2.  TMAP  classification  of  xerosere  beach  and  dune  habitats  with  the  characteristic  plant  species  and  
equivalent  Natura  2000  habitats.  (QSR  2009)  
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  Some data, like areal statistics per habitat, from the TMAP classification are published in                                         
the QSR 2009, while habitat maps were provided on request by the TC after request by                                               
this  project  (See  Figures  11,  12  &  13).  
  
Fig.11.  Mapping  of  the  dune  habitats  on  Rømø  and  Mandø  according  to  TMAP.  
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Fig.  12.  Mapping  of  the  dune  habitats  on  Fanø  according  to  TMAP.  
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Fig.  13.  Mapping  of  the  dune  habitats  in  the  Skallingen  peninsula  according  to  TMAP.  
  
Note that the TC maps do not entirely match the DNA maps, a tell-­tale of the different                                                  
criteria used not only in deciding which type the dune habitats on each location belong                                            
to, but also in whether or not a location is to be considered a natural habitat at all. An                                                        
example of this is the dune front in the southern half of Fanø, where the TC maps show                                                     
little besides a thin line of dune grasslands and large empty gaps, whereas the DNA                                            
maps show a whole row of different dune types from white to heath. Another clear                                            
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  example of this inconsistency can be seen in the embryonic dunes which the TC maps                                            
on almost two thirds of the coast in Rømø, from north of Lakolk to the southern bend, of                                                     
which only the very southernmost appear in the DNA maps, conservation status marked                                      
as  “not  available”.  
  
It is important to note that TMAP does not include conservation status assessments,                                      
and the Trilateral Cooperation compiles status data from each of the national EPA’s to                                         
publish in its reports (WSP 2010). Thus, while the zonation and extent of the dune                                            
habitats indeed vary strongly between the DNA and the TMAP data, the conservation                                      
status and statistics used by both are, at least in principle, the same (this means,                                            
whenever it is possible to share status data between non-­matching areal distributions).                                   
Thus, the latest conservation status statement by the Trilateral Cooperation for the                                   
Danish  Wadden  Sea  dunes  reads  as  follows:  
“In Denmark the conservation status of all dune Habitat Types is unfavourable-­bad, with                                      
the exception of vegetation type 2110 [Embryonic dunes] and 2160 [shrub vegetation:                                   
hippophae rhamnoides ​(sea buckthorn) type, in the still calcareous transition zone                                
between white and grey dunes], which is mainly due to eutrophication, but there is also                                            
overgrowth, unnatural water levels/regimes, as well as lack of or reduced dynamics”                                   
(“Wadden  Sea  Plan  2010,”  2010).  
  
Table 3 shows the areal statistics of the different dune habitats of all the Wadden Sea                                               
islands, including the Danish islands, according to the TMAP classification and mapping                                   
(the  names  shown  are  translated  from  the  TMAP  codes).  
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Embryonic  dune  
White  
dune   Dune  grassland  
Dune  
heath  
Salix repens     
scrub  
Dune  Woodland   Dune  slack  
Texel   0,60   14,3   44,5   9,1   0,1   4,8   0  
Vieland   0,20   6,6   48,5   11,8   0   23,3   0,2  
Terschelling   3,00   10,7   40,1   18,4   0,3   3,8   0  
Ameland   1,60   6,5   60   2,2   0   8,3   0  
Schiermonnikoog   4,00   14   46,9   0   0   0   0  
Borkum   10,30   12,8   30,3   1   0,4   2,7   0  
Juist   1,60   9   53,9   3,1   0   0   2,2  
Memmert   15,40   2,8   66,7   0,8   0   0   0  
Norderney   1,60   21,2   43,8   1,9   1,1   2,9   0  
Baltrum   1,40   29,8   33,1   0,7   1,4   2,3   0  
Langeoog   2,90   19,4   28,2   8,7   5,9   5,6   0  
Spiekeroog   11,30   3,5   63,8   12,4   0   0   0  
Wangerooge   0,00   3,2   65,2   10,6   0   0   0  
Mellun   5,80   30,60   61,5   0   0   0   0  
Minsener  Oog   0,00   99,5   0,2   0   0   0   0  
Eiderstedt   0,00   10,7   30,2   24,8   1,3   2,7   30,2  
Föhr   100,00   0   0   0   0   0   0  
Amrun   69,00   13,1   2,3   13,8   0   0   1,8  
Sylt   0,40   2,7   14,7   74   1,4   0   6,7  
Rømø   21,50   4   12,2   37,7   1,1   0   1,2  
Mandø   0,00   0   92,6   7,4   0   0   0  
Fanø   0,00   0,1   43,6   34,2   0,3   0,5   21,2  
Skallingen   0,10   7,3   56,6   35,9   0   0   0  
                       
Mean   10,90   13,99   40,82   13,41   0,58   2,47   2,76  
Std.  Dev.   24,34   20,55   23,89   17,84   1,27   5,08   7,51  
Table  3.  Distribution  of  the  different  dune  types  by  percentage  of  total  dune  area.  (QSR  2009)  
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  Threats  
Eutrophication in the Wadden Sea has been a problem since the beginning of industrial                                         
times because the increase of human population has forced several changes in the                                      
landscape and as a consequence of domestic sewage, deforestation, animal husbandry,                                
and atmospheric deposition from the use of artificial fertilizers, combustion of fossil fuels                                      
and ashes from wood fires. The current concentration of nitrogen in the Wadden Sea is                                            
estimated to be 7-­8 times higher than pre-­industrial levels (The Danish Nature Agency                                      
et al., 2005 & TC 2010). During the past century, the most important change in the                                               
Wadden Sea is that riverine nutrient discharges into the North Sea have increased. With                                         
this abundance of nutrients, the main consequences that have been observed in the                                      
Wadden Sea area are an exaggerated increase in net primary production (from the                                      
increased biomass of rapidly propagating plants), increased turbidity of the water,                                
proliferation of opportunistic algae and seagrass decline, and disturbances in the                                
benthic and pelagic communities (Van Beusekom 2005). ​Three aspects characterise                             
Wadden Sea eutrophication: Firstly, the Wadden Sea imports organic matter from the                                   
North Sea. Secondly, this nutrient and organic matter dynamics in the Wadden Sea                                      
have responded to an increased organic matter import. Thirdly, primary production and                                   
phytoplankton biomass in the Wadden Sea respond to this nutrient input. After                                   
maximum values during the 1980s and 1990s, riverine nutrient input and Wadden Sea                                      
primary production now show a decreasing trend (from van Beusekom 2005). However,                                   
increased annual rainfall as a result of climate change might again increase the                                      
transport of nutrients from agriculture in the catchments, which would increase nutrient                                   
deposition  in  the  Wadden  Sea  area  again  (Philippart  2009).  
  
High sediment supply and sand drifts caused damage and inconvenience throughout                                
Western Jutland up to the 1600-­1700 century, this enforced a need of dune stabilization                                         
( ​Miljøministeriet Naturstyrelsen 2011 ​). In order to protect neighboring non dune areas                                
like settlements and valuable farmland, stabilization measures were applied such as                                
afforestation. The planting of marram grass and mountain pine had the positive side                                      
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  effect of providing job opportunities and wood for fuel on the islands ( ​Miljøministeriet                                      
Naturstyrelsen 2011 ​). With an increasing attention on tourist industry through the 1970s                                   
and 1980s the attitude to sand drift and the concomitant measures has altered and                                         
become more varied (Freiberg & Jensen 1992). According to ​J Hansen (2015, pers.                                      
comm., 29 April) ​, no dune stabilization took place on Rømø or Fanø since the                                         
1970/1980’s . There are several rules to limit human influence on the dune vegetation                                         
mainly aimed at tourist activities. In order to maintain natural succession, digging, sliding                                      
and camping in the dunes is forbidden ( ​Miljøministeriet Naturstyrelsen 2011 ​). The high                                   
sediment supply on Rømø however allows having more loose rules. Driving cars on the                                         
beach is partly allowed and people do not have to stick to signposted paths. Through                                            
walking on the dunes humans are destabilizing them and this results in an upward                                         
growth. This is however not a significant problem, after a certain height people choose                                         
another less exhausting route on the wide beach area ( ​J Hansen 2015, pers. comm., 29                                            
April) ​.  
  
Because of their role in coastal protection, the dunes of the Wadden Sea barrier islands                                            
have been intentionally stabilized by planting of vegetation such as marram grass and                                      
lyme grass, and by the obstruction of tidal inlets flow into the dune slacks. This, together                                               
with the introduction of non-­native species like mountain pine ( ​Pinus mugo) ​, the                                   
increased deposition of nutrients from agriculture (eutrophication) and the alteration of                                
subsurface hydrology from water extraction, have led to a strong reduction of dynamic                                      
dune  types  and  the  decline  of  the  specialized  species  that  inhabit  them  (Arens  2006).  
  
Dune heaths are often threatened by overgrowth of invasive coniferous species,                                
especially mountain pine. This jeopardizes vulnerable and highly specialized species                             
like lichens or pasqueflower ( ​Pulsatilla veranlis​) and the whole biodiversity of the dune                                      
habitats. In the dune slacks, the lowering of the water table from extraction is a threat to                                                  
natural dynamics, since soil chemistry and plant cover can change drastically should the                                      
groundwater retreat too far (Grootjans 1991). This has not been identified as a problem                                         
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  in the danish islands, but both Rømø and Fanø experience overgrowth by reeds, lack of                                            
habitats suitable for birds and non-­favourable status in many dune slacks. Currently,                                   
both islands extract water from the underground on-­site, in Rømø it is mostly for                                         
irrigation of private areas, while Fanø has a water procurement plant that provides for                                         
most of the dwellings. Indeed, the municipality of Fanø already recognizes the need to                                         
reduce the extraction and consumption of water on the island (restricted to 500,000                                      
m3/year) (Fanø Kommune Vandforsyngsplan 2006) , and even if this is not explicitly for                                         
the sake of dune biodiversity, it is clear that there must be set limits for the procuring of                                                     
water  on-­site.  
  
Protection  and  Restoration  
As already mentioned, the need for a more favourable status of Danish dune habitats is                                            
stated by the TC. In addition, as the dune habitats are part of the Natura 2000, the                                                  
European Habitat Directive asks affected nations for measures to maintain and restore a                                      
favorable conservation status. Therefore, the dunes in the Danish Wadden Sea islands                                   
are included in a number of conservation schemes, which, according to Jens Hjerrild,                                      
include a halt to any and all stabilization of new dunes for the last two decades, and the                                                     
protection  of  the  existing  dune  heaths,  from  invasive  species.    
  
Some dune heath habitats are managed in order to keep down overgrowth and                                      
ameliorate the effects of eutrophication and over-­stabilisation, which represents a big                                
problem because excessive growth of vegetation could permanently alter the soil,                                
causing the loss of heath habitats to woodland and shrubbery. The management of                                      
dune coastal landscape that takes place in an extremely active ecosystem like the one                                         
on the Danish Wadden Sea islands could be developed generally in two different ways:                                         
Hands-­on management and hands-­off management. Hands-­on management means a                          
continuous controlling and caring of the environment carried out by humans. Whereas                                   
hands-­off management which does not encourage human influence. To decide which                                
type of management is going to be used can play an important role in addressing the                                               
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  eutrophication problem a global issue since the industrial revolution (Van Beusekom                                
2005),  as  well  as  climate  change  and  other  effects  of  human  activities.  
  
Klithedeprojektet  
There has been several dune restoration projects conducted in the Danish Wadden Sea                                      
area among them the Klithedeprojektet, a recent attempt at restoration of Danish dune                                      
habitats. It has however been chosen as a showcase in this project because it clearly                                            
exemplifies problems for the improvement of local dune heath habitats, some of which                                      
are recurrent in Danish Wadden Sea. For instance the lack of natural dynamics,                                      
proliferation of invasive species, habitat grazing and eutrophication. Secondly, it                             
contains very detailed reports about various restoration methods and its results, that                                   
potentially could be applied to other areas and serve as inspiration for the future.                                         
Thirdly,  the  information  available  in  English  which  is  preferable.    
  
The project ‘Restoration of Dune habitats along the Danish West Coast’                                
(Klithedeprojektet in Danish) was carried out by the Danish Ministry of Environment                                   
(Miljøministeriet) in many of the coastal dune areas of Northern and West Jutland, with                                         
activities from june 2002 to october 2005. It was officially finished with the publication of                                            
the Final Technical Report on 28 ​th February 2007 (FTR). ​The project manager was Hans                                         
Stadsgaard Jensen, while the Danish Nature Agency had the overall project                                
responsibility with the European Life programme as a co-­financing partner. The project's                                   
aim is to protect and restore dune habitats because of their importance for the                                         
environment and the landscape in Denmark. ​General threats according to the FTR are:                                         
Invasion of non-­native species (particularly ​pinus mugo and ​pinus contorta ​), lack of                                   
natural dynamic processes, Ammonium deposition/eutrophication, drainage, tourism                    
pressure and barriers to habitat management related to land ownerships. The project                                   
activities followed the overall aim to “regain a more favourable conservation status of the                                         
Danish  dune  habitats”  (FTR,  2007).  
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  As an attempt of good praxis in the management of dune habitats, this project tried to                                               
acquire private lands without management and modify zonations to start actions that                                   
permitted removing invasive vegetation and foreign species from dune heaths and                                
restore them to a more favourable status. The main problem they encountered was lack                                         
of overlap in the management of private lands and protected areas (included in EU’s                                         
Natura 2000), as ‘the state owned areas are managed by the local state forest districts,                                            
and  the  privately  owned  areas  are  managed  by  the  Counties’  (FTR,  2007).  
  
Because the criteria for a favorable state are really general, the Klithedeprojektet                                   
includes in its framework a monitoring program. This project expected to manage more                                      
than 7000 ha of dune habitats with not-­favourable status. In the end, more than 8700 ha                                               
were managed with less expenses than planned. The total cost of the entire project was                                            
28.556.434 DKK (3.827.735 EUR) while the expected cost was 34.883.316 DKK                                
(4.675.797 EUR) (FTR, 2007). In essence, the overall assessment of the project was                                      
positive, since it has provided researchers, scientists and collaborators with a vast                                   
knowledge about the management of dune habitats, and permitted to manage an                                   
important  percentage  of  land  achieving  better  status  qualification  (FTR,  2007).    
  
The background and follow-­up investigations carried out are named Action F1 Extensive                                   
monitoring and Action F2 Intensive monitoring and are documented in the according                                   
report (Report F1, Report F2). Besides the Project operation and monitoring actions                                   
(Actions F1-­F4) the Project was divided into five more categories: Preparatory Actions                                   
(Action A1-­A4), Land Purchase (Action B1), Non-­recurring Management (Actions                          
C1-­C7), Recurring Management (Actions D1-­D2), Public Awareness and Dissemination                          
(Actions  E1-­E9).  
  
The Klithedeprojekt includes many different actors. The project activities were                             
undertaken by the beneficiary, which is the Danish Forest and Nature Agency, under the                                         
Ministry of environment As the Klithedeprojektet is really broad and complex, including a                                      
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  lot of personnel training, documentation actions and workshops, it is not necessary and                                      
not possible to go into depth of every Action. This chapter will focus on relevant Actions                                               
carried out on Rømø and Fanø documented in the FTR documented in the FTR. These                                            
Islands are part of the Site 78 in the project’s classification of areas. Maps of project                                               
Area  Action  Site  78  are  included  in  Annex  A  of  the  Final  Report  (see  Fig.  14  and  15).  
  
B  Land  purchase  
In order to promote coherent managements on the Island of Rømø 37,78 ha of privately                                            
owned land was purchased. To simplify the management of the long, narrow striped                                      
privately owned dune heath areas a total of 176,37 ha of land had to be swept and                                                  
purchased between the Directorate of Food, Fisheries and Agricultural Business under                                
the Ministry of Food, Agriculture and Fisheries, private owners and the National Forest                                      
and  Nature  Agency.  
    
C  Non-­recurring  management  
The  areas  were  categorized  according  to  their  degree  of  overgrowth  
I:  Over-­stabilised  dune  
II:  Approximately  10%  cover  of  trees  and  bushes  
III:  Approximately  50%  cover  of  trees  and  bushes  
IV:  Approximately  80%  cover  of  trees  and  bushes  
V:  Approximately  100%  cover  of  trees  and  bushes,  typically  an  old  plantation.  
    
C1  Conversion  of  non-­indigenous  conifer  forest  
This Action includes felling, chipping, and removal of material in areas with an                                      
overgrowth degree 4-­5. The trees were felled by machinery or “motor-­manually” [​sic​]                                   
according to local conditions. In some cases the material could not be removed                                      
immediately after the felling, thereby nutrients and biomass is added to the cycle which                                         
has negative effects on the restoration process. The areas were mainly old plantations                                      
of ​Pinus mugo and ​Pinus contorta. Their planting along the Danish West coast started                                         
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  more than 100 years ago and stopped ca. 20 ago. The aim was to hold sanddrift. On the                                                     
adjusted  targets  on  Site  78  of  78,8  ha  areas  were  added  up  to  84,8  ha.  
    
C2  Clearing  of  dense  overgrowth  
This action was completed where tree encroachment started over a period of up to 50                                            
years (degree 3). According to the area and the size of the trees, the material was                                               
burned, mulched or transported out of the area. On SIte 78 the 18,3 ha were completed,                                               
but the 10 ha of privately owned land could not be managed due to unwilling                                            
landowners.  
    
C3  Removal  of  tree  encroachment  
This action includes felling, removing or mulching of self-­sown trees in the area with                                         
overgrowth degree 2. It mainly involves non-­native species ​Pinus mugo and ​Pinus                                   
contorta from nearby plantations. The removement of the trees in this early successional                                      
state, reduces the risk for deterioration of the conservation status and serves as                                      
prevention. After land swaps on Rømø and late owner agreement on the project a total                                            
of  235,7  ha  could  be  managed  on  Site  78.  
    
C5  restoration  of  natural  hydrology-­  closing  of  drainage  trenches  
This action includes the closing of a shallow trench on Fanø (closed in 2005). This                                            
results in a raised water table which helps to keep the area free of invading trees and in                                                     
a  longer  retention  of  surface  water  in  the  area  during  summer.  
    
C6  Restoration  of  breeding  localities  for  herpetofauna,  primarily  ​Bufo  calamita  
The aim of this action is to keep the vegetation in the selected areas low in order                                                  
provide shallow breeding ponds for ​Bufo calamita and other amphibians (the need for                                      
this was evaluated in action A3). The actions included cutting or burning vegetation,                                      
scraping, digging new pond, mowing and establishment of grazing. On Rømø dune                                   
slacks were scraped and cleaned. Three years after Actions C1 and C2 were completed                                         
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  on Fanø, it was determined that there existed a great potential for creating nature                                         
corridors for ​Bufo calamita populations, and actions for cleaning and scraping low-­lying                                   
dune  slacks  were  recommended.  
    
C7  Establishment  of  grazing  
This action includes the introduction of low-­intensity grazing in some areas of                                   
overgrowth degree 1. The challenge of this action lies in the possibility for farmers to                                            
eventually get EU farming subsidies for grazing. On Site 78, 135 ha of state owned land                                               
were completed, but of the private owned land only 46,5 of the initially planned 150 ha                                               
were completed. As on Rømø a lot of farmers chose to get EU subsidies for grazing, a                                                  
larger area could actually be grazed, but not documented as result of the                                      
Klithedeprojektet.  
    
D  Recurring  management  
These actions include the removal of biomass, which rejuvenates the vegetation and                                   
counteracts nutrient deposition and enrichment. Those actions of grazing, burning or                                
cutting are conducted in areas with overgrowth degree 1 and may be applied to large                                            
areas  in  a  rotation  scheme  to  keep  a  mosaic  of  successional  stages  present  at  any  time.  
    
D1  Mosaic  burning  
The burning of dune heath in a mosaic pattern of irregular patches is a very efficient                                               
management tool. However the action requires certain techniques and must be applied                                   
at a certain time in order to control the fire, not disturb the breeding birds and circumvent                                                  
wet weather. Therefore burning takes place between February and March outside the                                   
breeding season. Moreover, the initial scepticism of locals and holiday cottage owners                                   
towards mosaic burning has to a large extent been overcome, and there is a high                                            
interest  among  nature  managers  and  institutions  in  the  method.  
    
D2  Cutting  and  removal  of  material  
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  In flat areas, where no mosaic burning (see Action C1) took place, extensive cutting and                                            
removing by tractor was applied. On Site 78 the initially planned state owned area of                                            
70,3 ha turned out to be not feasible and were partially converted to Action C7. Only 50,                                                  
ha ( 115,0 ha adjusted) of privately owned land were completed,a s owners preferred                                         
EU  subsidies  (compare  C7)  
  
E3  Dissemination  to  and  co-­operation  with  the  local  communities  
For the private owners of plots suggested for either land swaps or management, a                                         
workshop was offered. The project activities mainly clearing of conifer forest and mosaic                                      
burning were demonstrated and effects on hunting opportunities were addressed. Even                                
though a lot of the concerns could be removed, private landowners were still reluctant to                                            
participate  as  subsidies  from  the  EU  Land  District  program  were  more  attractive.  
  
Fig.  14    Action  site  78:  Fanø  
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Fig.15-­Action  Site  78:  Rømø  
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  4.  Discussion  
  
The  pursuit  of  natural  conditions  in  the  Wadden  Sea  
There is no doubt that much effort in the form of research, policy-­making and protection                                            
and restoration programs is being put for the conservation of Europe’s, the Wadden                                      
Sea’s and Denmark’s nature. Both, the EU’s Natura 2000 program and the Trilateral                                      
Cooperation WSP 2010 make the identification and active protection of natural habitats                                   
the center of their list of objectives. The EU’s Habitat Directive centers its general goals                                            
on the member states’ duty to identify and preserve characteristic, threatened or rare                                      
natural habitats and species (Vadehavet -­ Natura 2000-­plan 2011), while the first point                                      
in the TC’s Wadden Sea Plan 2010 is to achieve a natural ecosystem, its functions and                                               
characteristic  biodiversity  (WSP  2010).  
  
The complication with such goals is one of demarcation;; what, one could justifiably ask                                         
the Natura 2000 commission, is more characteristic in the Wadden Sea than its                                      
millennia-­long history of human interaction with the landscape? What is more unique                                   
than the complexity in which the natural shaping forces present of the North Sea have                                            
met the relentless efforts by the area’s settlers to gain arable land from the tidal flats and                                                  
dunes and to tame the coastline and protect the hinterland from inundation and sand                                         
drift? Indeed, two items below the line where the TC states its objective to achieve a                                               
natural ecosystem, comes the objective of achieving maintenance of the landscape and                                   
cultural  heritage  (WSP  2010).  
  
This means that there is a very important aspect of the identification and demarcation of                                            
the Wadden Sea’s natural areas and habitats that has been left unsaid, and has not so                                               
much to do with physical properties of this or that type of dune, but with how much of the                                                        
(as-­of-­now) inevitable impact of human presence and activities can fit inside the concept                                      
of  “natural  habitat”.  
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  In more concrete terms, the Danish Wadden Sea islands are all populated. They all                                         
extract at least some water on-­site, all are at least partially protected by dikes, on all has                                                  
intentional dune stabilization been performed until as recently as twenty years ago, and                                      
all receive (and rely on) a large amount of tourists every year. This makes the problem                                               
very clear: can any habitat on these islands be found which hasn’t been profoundly                                         
affected by human presence? No habitat on the Wadden Sea is isolated from its                                         
surroundings or can in any way be said to have initially been formed by processes and                                               
elements unaffected by human activities. Yet there are characteristic and threatened                                
habitats worth preserving in those islands, as it has thoroughly been presented in this                                         
and many other reports;; which means that some human influence must be counted in                                         
when  speaking  of    “natural  habitats”.  
  
Quite specifically, a coastal dune rejuvenation project in the Netherlands (close to but                                      
outside of the Wadden Sea area), in its zeal to return natural processes, succession and                                            
biodiversity to a heavily affected dune area, resorted to entirely reshaping the dunes in                                         
the area, where “with the use of old maps, the original topography was restored” (Arens                                            
2006). Their results were in fact promising at the time of publication in the Journal of                                               
Coastal Research, but could such an idea be implemented in the Danish Wadden Sea                                         
under the frame set by the aforementioned goals? What is the “original landscape” of                                         
the Wadden Sea islands? Certainly, the oldest maps that this project was able to                                         
procure belong to a 1854 Prussian mapping of what then was Northern Germany                                      
(Kortforsyningen 2015), and at this point farming can clearly be seen on the island of                                            
Rømø and the stabilization of all the coastal dunes in Denmark through the planting of                                            
marram and lyme grasses, as well as mountain pine, was well underway. That same                                         
island  has  grown  over  two  kilometers  in  its  southern  half  since  then.  
  
Rømø is not alone in being profoundly affected by human settlement, even in its natural                                            
areas, yet this doesn’t mean that the protection of biodiversity and the diversity of                                         
habitats is without merit. The real issue with the protection of nature in an area where                                               
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  the nature of the landscape involves human activities, is that it easily translates into                                         
policies which make entirely artificial claims about what natural processes or natural                                   
elements of the landscape are, and thus have questionable effects on the conservation                                      
of the very habitats and species which it intends to protect. One good example of this,                                               
which will be discussed in depth later, is the banning of grazing in practically all coastal                                               
dune habitats in Denmark. This action, ironically, interferes with the conservation of                                   
habitats for birds and does nothing to help increase the biodiversity of dune slack                                         
vegetation  where  it  applies.    
  
And such is the argument again. Can it truly be said that a dune slack in Fanø or Rømø                                                        
is subject to only natural processes (using a very narrow definition of natural, i.e. not of                                               
human origin), just because it is apparently left alone and ungrazed? It is a known fact                                               
that it isn’t, since eutrophication from atmospheric deposition and groundwater filtration                                
certainly tips the playfield in favour of the more productive grasses and reeds and                                         
against the diverse group of specialized plants they compete against. Not unrelated,                                   
potable water extraction on-­site in the islands can also negatively affect the plant                                      
populations of the slacks through lowering of the water table, further favouring the less                                         
specialized  plants.  
  
Then, a real return to natural conditions would imply the trivial (as it is not a viable                                                  
course of action) solution of removing all human presence from the islands. Yet, radical                                         
and entirely against the principle of preserving the cultural value of the Wadden Sea as                                            
such an action would be, it would likely not be enough. When the area has received                                               
increased nutrients in air and water for centuries, the soil in the slacks might be                                            
irreversibly changed;; and when all but the newest rows of dunes have been artificially                                         
stabilized, the dominance of climax vegetation could as well skew the speed of                                      
succession in any new dunes to form, where enough sediment is available. Additionally,                                      
in the realm of island morphology, what is the weight of the many dikes and                                            
embankments present all across the Wadden Sea in the availability of sediment for                                      
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  dune and beach growth? It is theorized by the TC that the disappearance of the Danish                                               
Hallig of Jordsand was greatly accelerated by sediment starvation resulting from the                                   
building of dikes on Sylt (Hellwig 2014), where Jordsand was once stable and capable                                         
of sustaining human settlement and judging by the name’s etymology, deer (orig.                                   
“Hjortsands House”, hjort -­ deer). All conditions for the drowning of Jordsand were                                      
locally natural, but affected by human action at a regional level. This means that the                                            
growth or loss of island habitats would never really be natural, in the narrow sense, as                                               
long  as  the  Wadden  Sea  is  subject  to  such  extensive  coastal  protection  as  it  is.  
  
Thus it must be asked whether seemingly non-­natural action (e.g. hands-­on                                
management) at the local level might not be better for the conservation of the natural                                            
habitats in the face of undeniable and unavoidable human impact at a larger scale. Is it                                               
not possible that a harmonic interaction between humans, landscape and environment,                                
so that habitat and species diversity is optimally protected, be more important than the                                         
free  action  of  (only  some)  local  natural  processes?  
  
Grazing  of  dune  slacks    
Grazing of dune vegetation by domesticated animals is inherently unnatural, the                                
non-­endemic status of these animals, amplified by their concentration in a particular                                   
area due to fencing creates a habitat very different from an unmanaged site. However it                                            
is apparent and well recognised that dune slack habitats which are grazed are of                                         
importance for biodiversity, in particular migratory birds who over 1000’s of years have                                      
developed a high dependence on these sites to maintain respective species ( ​Brunbjerg                                   
et al. 2014) ​. Therefore in this sense a dilemma occurs for management of the dune                                            
slacks especially when giving reference to overarching principles stated by the Trilateral                                   
Corporation who advocates for a return to natural processes and to maintain                                   
biodiversity. A more natural processes in regards to the coastal dune habitats of the                                         
Danish Wadden Sea islands is the unhindered succession of these areas. As explained                                      
in the results chapter, the growth and domination of a few key species occurs in these                                               
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  circumstances and while the total number of species may not necessarily decrease, the                                      
distribution and composition of these species is drastically changed. This however                                
contradicts the advocation for a maintenance of and/or increased biodiversity in the                                   
area, which the Natura 2000 assessments state is currently unfavourable/bad.                             
Biodiversity in the area needs to be maintained by the restoration from high sward in the                                               
dune slack habitats to low sward habitats by the reintroduction of grazing practices on                                         
these  islands.  
  
Given the long history of the utilisation of these areas and human inhabitation of the                                            
Danish Wadden area dating back over 2000 years (Enemark 2005), it is highly likely that                                            
few coastal wetlands have been unaffected and unmodified by human activities on the                                      
Danish Wadden Sea islands. Prior to the grazing of domestic animals on Danish                                      
lowland dune slack vegetation, wild animals such as rabbit, deer and herbivorous birds                                      
would have been the only vegetative control. Populations of these animals much as it is                                            
still today would have been controlled by the presence of carnivorous animals (foxes                                      
and predatory birds) and abiotic factors (climate etc). According to Jenson (1985)                                   
grazing animals affect the vegetation of coastal wetlands in six ways: they defoliate                                      
plants, remove plant material, tread and paw the substrate, deposit faeces and urine,                                      
both  of  which  affects  soil  nutrient  content,  and  uproot  plants  growing  in  soft  sediment.    
  
The extensive use of coastal wetlands as agriculture land in Danish history has created                                         
ecosystems where both fauna and flora are dependant on the presence of livestock to                                         
maintain ecosystems which are rich in biodiversity. In this sense, coastal wetland                                   
ecosystems which have historically been used for keeping cattle can be categorised as                                      
semi-­natural habitats. Semi-­natural habitat is defined by the European Union (2008) as                                   
being ‘more or less modified by human activity and to a major extent been created and                                               
maintained by agricultural activities’ and to further this the EFNCP (European Forum on                                      
Nature, Conservation and Pastoralism) (N.D.) adds that these habitats have ‘not been                                   
substantially modified by intensive fertilisation, drainage or herbicide use’. The grazed                                
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  dune slack wetlands of the Danish Wadden Sea belong to this type of habitat as they                                               
are dependant on the grazing to maintain the ecosystems in a biodiverse and fully                                         
functioning  state  ( ​Edmondson  &  Millet​  2013).  
  
The contrast between grazed and ungrazed habitats is apparent in not only the physical                                         
attribute of height but also in the species composition of flora and fauna. To put it                                               
simply, grazed areas could be described as areas where competitiveness between                                
species is paramount in the presence of defoliation amongst other factors, where the                                      
species composition is restricted only by the ability of individual species to respond to                                         
grazing (Jenson 1985). The growth of vegetation in ungrazed habitats lacks significant                                   
control, although it is subject to the grazing of some herbivorous wild species. The                                         
grazing of these wild species is not concentrated and therefore not intensive enough to                                         
control vegetative growth. In dune slacks where vegetation which is not controlled and is                                         
left to develop unhindered biodiversity is decreased by successional processes                             
( ​Brunbjerg et al, 2014) ​. The presence of an enhanced biodiversity of plant species also                                         
has positive implications for numerous other species dependant on these species of low                                      
sward coastal wetland vegetation. As discussed in the results, herbivorous migratory                                
birds are dependant on the area for nourishment as well as breeding, wintering and                                         
staging grounds. Due to the long history of the presence of semi natural dune slack                                            
wetlands and meadows in Denmark, migratory and residentiary water birds are                                
dependant  on  these  semi-­natural  habitats.    
  
In recent decades due to changes in agricultural practices cattle and sheep are being                                         
farmed more intensively elsewhere and the economic advantage of this type of farming                                      
has provoked a decline in the grazing of these habitats for agricultural purposes                                      
(Clausen et al, 2013;; Jenson 1985). This has caused a decline in available habitat to                                            
migratory birds and resulting in changes of their distribution across Denmark as well as                                         
the decline of some species, further exacerbating the decline of marine food resources                                      
due to reductions of communities of aquatic macrophytes;; a result of eutrophication                                   
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  which has placed increasing importance on the reduced terrestrial habitats (Clausen et                                   
al,  2013).    
  
As discussed prior, Denmark has an extensive network of dikes and other coastal                                      
protection infrastructure similar to many other European countries. These dikes along                                
with roads, elevated fields, urbanisation and fortified dunes reduce the ability for dunes                                      
to retreat naturally. This is of high concern as current erosional activity is set to be                                               
exacerbated in the future due to sea level rise and increased storm activity. Without the                                            
presence of coastal protection infrastructure dune habitats would otherwise simply                             
migrate inland as they have done historically ( ​Pontee 2013 ​). The study presented by                                      
Clausen ​et al (2013) states that Denmark could experience a high level of existent salt                                            
marsh decline. Their models indicate that by the end of the century 15.3 -­ 43.6% of                                               
currently existing salt marshes could become inundated by water. This strengthens the                                   
need to increase the area of dune slack vegetation which is managed to increase                                         
biodiversity to counteract potential net losses. The islands considered in this project are                                      
accreting (in particular Rømø) and therefore will be less at risk of future sea level rise,                                               
this  could  see  increased  dependency  of  wetland  habitat  in  these  areas  in  the  future.    
  
Human  Activities  on  the  Dunes    
As outlined in chapter 3, humans walking on the dunes strongly influence the                                      
morphodynamics of the dunes. Walking on the dunes counteracts stabilization and                                
keeps the dunes active. The young dune successional stage of white dunes is marked                                         
by the vegetation of Marram grass ( ​Ammophila arenaria ​) and Lyme grass ( ​Leymus                                   
arenarius​) (Petersen, 2014). Marram grass is very resistant to walking activities on the                                      
dunes whereas the growth of lyme grass is more reduced through walking. Therefore,                                      
walking destabilizes but not fully erodes the white dunes ( ​J Hansen 2015, pers. comm.,                                         
29 April) ​. An active dune system means a natural and dynamic development of new                                         
young successional stages. Commonly it is often considered that human's walking on                                   
dunes affect the natural status of the dunes in a negative way. For a lot of dunes which                                                     
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  receive minimal new sediment this commonly true, on Rømø however the stable                                   
deposits of large amounts of sediment allows the dunes to grow higher and faster                                         
through human destabilization. Humans walking on dunes might at the first sight seem                                      
unnatural and not compatible with the original habitat of the dunes, but yet they enhance                                            
natural dynamics on the dunes on Rømø. Moreover, as humans have settled on the                                         
Wadden Sea Islands for more than a thousand years, they might also be seen as a                                               
natural impact on the dune habitat. On the contrary, Rømø’s population number and                                      
thereby the power of human impact is strongly dependent on tourist activities and can                                         
therefore  not  be  considered  natural.    
  
The high number of summer houses (Notat om Rømø 2009) indicates the high number                                         
of tourists during the summer months which would exacerbate impact on the ecosystem.                                      
According to the Notat om Rømø (2009) the number of summer houses is double as                                            
high as the number of permanent housing, which leads to a great variation of human                                            
impact on the ecosystem throughout the year. Because of the great wideness of the                                         
beach a high number of walking possibilities on the dunes is provided and therefore the                                            
walking does not affect the dunes on Rømø in a negative way so far. The wide area of                                                     
white dunes and beach is an impressing natural site and therefore highly attractive for                                         
tourists, providing good conditions for sport and freetime activities. However, in case of                                      
increased stress on the dunes through a higher numbers of tourists or expanded variety                                         
of tourist activities marked paths as they exist on Fanø could be required. The high                                            
sediment supply on Rømø would however necessitate, that the route of the marked                                      
paths are changed after a certain time to stop the growth of the walked dune.                                            
Furthermore, the restriction of free walking on dunes would also reduce the area’s                                      
tourist  value.  
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Fig  16.  walking  on  the  dunes  on  Rømø  
  
From another perspective, it is contradictory ​to restrict walking on dunes while car                                      
driving is allowed at parts of the beach area. Some years ago, driving through was                                            
permitted in the whole beach area of Lakolk but nowadays is a partially forbidden                                         
practise: automotive use is unrestricted untill where ​Naturstyrelsen built the defenses​.                                
Rømø’s coastline has moved gaining land by receiving sediment as a consequence of                                      
mentioned dynamics in the Wadden Sea. This means that in less than half a century,                                            
the island has grown over a kilometer into the sea (if measured at the height of Lakolk),                                                  
creating a huge active area where sand drift can develop new dunes ( ​J Hansen 2015,                                            
pers. comm., 29 April) ​. Here, it makes sense to deny the access into some specific                                            
areas because the rhythm of the new dune developments (embryonic and white dunes)                                      
on the island is particularly fast as we mentioned several chapters before. However, the                                         
laws are not completely prohibitive about the driving issue because the restricting                                   
access to the beach, especially during the summer period, could affect the touristic                                      
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  appeal of the island. With a completely restrictive law the island will lose visitors and                                            
probably become less attractive as a tourist destination. The islands already provide                                   
numerous tourist attractions, like guided tours through the mudflats organized by                                
Tønnisgård Naturcenter, which aim to raise the tourists’ awareness on the natural and                                      
cultural heritage of the islands. Such initiations of sustainable tourism should be                                   
continued and expanded to avoid a downgrading of the islands as a tourist destination                                         
caused  by  destruction  of  extensive  tourism.    
  
Active  dune  types  on  Fanø  
As we mentioned in our Findings chapter, Fanø has experienced much slower growth                                      
than Rømø because of its proximity to the sediment equilibrium line. Looking at the table                                            
and the maps provided by the data of DNA the number of active type (embryonic and                                               
white) dunes in Fanø is really low. However this data differs from observable features on                                            
the most recent aerial imagery. In the satellite picture some small patches of young                                         
successional stages of dunes are visible in areas where the map does not provide any                                            
data on dunes mainly in front of the inhabitant area on the central west coast of the                                                  
island.  
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Fig.  17  Detailed  maps  of  new  dune  developments  on  Fanø  
There are several reasons why the data of the DNA does not include those small young                                               
dunes. The data of DNA could be not up to date, as embryonic dunes are developing                                               
fast, it could have developed since 2011 (DNA data) and 2015 (aerial imagery). Another                                         
reason could be too large a scale in the DNA data, which limits the access to specific                                                  
small scale distribution of dunes. Finally, it is possible that the DNA does not consider                                            
the mentioned areas as natural habitats even though they can morphologically be                                   
considered as dunes. The role of those small habitats for the ecosystem is often not                                            
taken into account, when it comes to a holistic management approach. Moreover this                                      
causes a lack of scientific research how these habitats could compensate eventual                                   
effects  of  sea  level  rise  and  increased  storm  surges  on  the  housing  behind  them.  
  
Even though the data of DNA does not completely include all possible dune habitats on                                            
Fanø, the number of young embryonic and active dunes is quite low in comparison to                                            
Rømø. It is discussable whether this state requires active methods to stimulate a growth                                         
of the dunes. On the Dutch Islands which are more exposed to erosion due to their                                               
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  position in the ocean´s system several projects were conducted in order to enhance                                      
aeolian processes and landscape rejuvenation. One method for such projects is sand                                   
nourishment. Some might however argue that prompt erosion of received sediment is                                   
highly expected because because of the ocean and wind drift characterized by the                                      
equilibrium line. It can however be taken into consideration to apply the method of                                         
foredune breaching conducted during a nature development project in 1997 near                                
Schoorl in the Netherlands. Meaning, a gap is created in the foredune which results in                                            
aeolian sand transport and sea water entering the swale/ slack behind the foredunes                                      
during storm events (Merkerk 2006). Through the promotion of aeolian and fluvial                                   
processes dynamics and growth of the dunes should be stimulated. In Schoorl the                                      
artificial foredune breach lead to high sand transport dynamics inland. However three                                   
years after the breach a maximum in the transport dynamics was reached with a                                         
corresponding small increase of vegetation (Merkerk 2006). As one can see the success                                      
of this strategy is not fully proven and also dependent on a lot of local factors. Forces of                                                     
wind, storm and ocean drift are very different in the Danish and the Dutch Wadden Sea                                               
Islands. Therefore results of Dutch methods can only considered applicable to Fanø to a                                         
certain extend and cannot substitute attempts and experiments on the Island of Fanø                                      
itself. In the long term and in the face of climate change Fanø might be in need of more                                                        
dynamic dune habitats in order to compensate the effects of increased storm surges                                      
and sea level rise. In case dune rejuvenation methods such as dune breaching would in                                            
the long run not lead to an increase in dune dynamics, one very drastic strategy would                                               
be  to  remove  people’s  housing  to  protect  them  from  nature  threats.  
  
Fanø provides its inhabitants with water extracted from the island’s groundwater. The                                   
water extraction affects the groundwater table and thereby the quality of dune slacks.                                      
After several years of increased water extraction, scientifics developed a sound basis in                                      
which they confirm that “dune slack vegetation suffered severely when influenced by                                   
changes in groundwater regime such as lowering and increasingly fluctuating                             
groundwater tables, as well as changing flow patterns and groundwater chemistry”                                
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  (Lammerts 2009). “In addition, it has to be considered that anthropogenic influences, for                                      
example groundwater drawdown by intensive utilization, which changes natural                          
succession processes, can therefore lead to the loss of plant communities of the wet                                         
dune slacks and to the occurrence of vegetation units of dry dunes or other vegetation                                            
areas”  (Pott,  2006)  
In essence, we have not found any valid academic report or project that explains how to                                               
transform dune slacks into better conditions and the DNA maps the dune slacks on                                         
Fanø with a mostly moderate state. It is learned that a careless and negligent water                                            
management, especially during summer months when the island experiences the peak                                
of population caused by tourism, some specific actions, regional planning and local                                   
restrictions for dune slacks would be a good praxis to ameliorate the conditions in the                                            
island.  
  
Artificially  creating  a  natural  Danish  Wadden  Sea  island  
The Danish Wadden Sea being an accreting area, which receives sediment from both                                      
the German Wadden Sea and the west coast of Jutland further north, there are many                                            
sites where sand and sediment actively accumulate, besides the beachfronts of the                                   
actual islands. The sand banks (Korsesand, Langjord and Søren Jensens sand, among                                   
others) lie in the points of stability between the deep, swift tidal inlets that separate the                                               
different tidal flats of the Danish Wadden Sea, on which sediment carried by the ebbs                                            
and flows in the tidal inlets tends to deposit. The great majority of these sandbanks has                                               
grown considerably over the last couple centuries, led by the very large Koresand,                                      
which has grown from 8 square kilometers in 1807 to 27 square kilometers in 2005.                                            
(Natur i Vadehavsområdet 2005) (Juvre Dyb) Some other sandbanks might grow into                                   
and join with a nearby island, like Søren Jensens sand and Fanø while some others, it is                                                  
natural to speculate, could sometime soon begin forming dune systems and new islands                                      
could  in  fact  appear  in  the  Danish  Wadden  Sea.  
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  New islands mean quite a bit for the conservation of natural habitats in the Danish                                            
Wadden Sea, but not only for the obvious reasons. As discussed above, it is nearly                                            
impossible to tell what the Wadden Sea habitats without human interference look like.                                      
Almost anywhere one searches, there has been human settlement and influence for                                   
quite some time before any protection or conservation measures were implemented.                                
This gap in knowledge is felt more strongly in the Danish Wadden Sea, unique for being                                               
a region that in fact is growing, but where all islands have been inhabited and heavily                                               
managed  for  a  long  time.  
Thus, in a similar way in which the Dutch and German Wadden Sea authorities have                                            
uninhabited exemplars of islands they can base biogeographical models such as the                                   
one built by the Trilateral Cooperation (Dunes Thematic Report 2009) to help guide their                                         
local conservation goals, Denmark could very much benefit in terms of knowledge of an                                         
undisturbed barrier island ecosystem by the appearance of new islands, with the                                   
invaluable extra advantage of observing their development and succession literally from                                
scratch, as none of these sand banks currently possess any permanent vegetation or                                      
significative  morphological  features.  
However, it is unknown when or if these sand banks will develop into islands, and the                                               
value of the knowledge (and the creation of important habitats) could justify a seemingly                                         
absurd  idea:  to  artificially  create  new  islands  on  the  banks.  
This has actually been tried before, in 1967, when sediment traps were set on the                                            
western side of Koresand in an attempt to stimulate the growth of coastal dunes and the                                               
development of the bank into an actual island (104 Juvre Dyb). Additionally the idea                                         
goes about not artificially creating something in a place where it wasn’t before, but to                                            
amplify the already occurring natural processes with the hopes of stimulating and                                   
accelerating a possible natural development. Two methods could be applied: one is the                                      
construction of sand drift fences or sediments traps that as mentioned amplify an                                      
already occurring process, the same method that was used in 1967, or actively nourish                                         
the  sandbank  with  marine  sediments.       
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  If such attempt was successful and vegetation established itself permanently on                                
Koresand, 27 square kilometers of potential dune, heath and marsh habitat would be                                      
made available (DNA et al, 2005). To put this in perspective, the entire dune habitat of                                               
Rømø, Fanø, Mandø and Skallingen covers just about 26.5 square kilometers (QSR                                   
2009). So here is a potential scenario where a wide variety of threatened habitats could                                            
be free to develop on a large area, largely undisturbed, free from the direct constraints                                            
of human inhabitation and with no history of stabilization or land use. This addition of                                            
habitat  would  undoubtedly  alleviate  the  pressure  on  the  existing  Wadden  Sea  habitats.    
Another argument for establishing vegetation on Koresand would be the threat of the                                      
potential sea level rise attributed to global warming. According to TC’s report Coastal                                      
Protection and Sea Level Rise the rising seas could potentially turn the Danish Wadden                                         
Sea area to an area of net erosion (CPSL, 2010). Seeing as Koresand is completely                                            
barren it is unlikely that it would be able to continue accreting mass without any                                            
sediment trapping vegetation, and certainly not fast enough to stay ahead of the 0.18 -­                                            
0.59m rise by the end of the Century predicted by the IPCC (CPSL 2009). Thus, helping                                               
the development of the larger sandbanks such as Koresand along could be the only way                                            
of  preserving  them.  
However, such an endeavour should not be decided upon lightly. As briefly mentioned                                      
before, Koresand acts as an important resting place for seal, water birds and wading                                         
birds and this could potentially disturb their habitat (DNA et al, 2005). While it is highly                                               
unlikely that the change from sand bank to barrier island would displace the current                                         
visiting species (it is commonly believed thought that the animals seek Koresand for its                                         
undisturbed calm surroundings rather than its specific habitat (DNA et al, 2005)), the                                      
actual process of the sand nourishment and establishment of drift fences could                                   
temporarily disturb the animals. However, an effort to conduct the work out of season                                         
could  remedy  this.    
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  Restoration  experience  in  Denmark  -­  Klithedeprojektet  
The importance of the Klithedeprojekt for this project is in great part the variety of                                            
management methods and actions that it encompassed. Thus, it represents a showcase                                   
of experience in many strategies which could be proposed to improve the conservation                                      
status and the environmental quality of the Danish Wadden Sea coastal dune habitats.                                      
The fact that the project is documented and monitored in great detail helps to inform the                                               
applicability of experienced methods to other areas, and what are the time spans which                                         
can be expected for succession and species distribution to react after actions have been                                         
taken.  
    
A nine-­year period post restoration efforts is too early to give a verdict about the                                            
long-­term results which the project expected. What is apparent is that the specificity of                                         
some of their elemented-­based actions and the methods employed have been effective                                   
in a very limited scope. Thus, while they state that a lack of dynamism is also a threat to                                                        
the natural environments of the Danish coastal dunes, their actions centered heavily                                   
around the removal of invasive foreign species and the encroachment of heaths by                                      
shrubs.  
  
The manual removal and mosaic burning of mountain pine was successful in enabling                                      
the reintroduction of species from earlier successional stages, like grasses, mosses and                                   
heathers. However, it is also mentioned in the Intensive Monitoring Report (2006) that                                      
while mosaic burning might help counteract the rapid succession towards closed shrub                                   
and forest vegetation, it does not tackle the processes which induce such rapid                                      
succession, namely atmospheric deposition of nutrients and changes in the natural                                
hydrology. Thus, an important lesson to take from the dune heath restoration actions is                                         
that whatever techniques used and as effective as they might be, it is important to follow                                               
up element-­based actions with process-­based management and solutions. For example                             
the restoration of natural hydrology and the implementation of grazing as the project                                      
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  itself proposes, or perhaps tackling the sources of eutrophication like agriculture and                                   
human  habitation.    
  
Another point is that simultaneously to the Klithedeprojektet, which was realized within                                   
the frame of EU’s funding programme LIFE, the unrelated EU farming subsidies                                   
belonging to the European Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) were still available to the                                      
landowners in Rømø and Fanø. The financial incentives from the CAP, provoked the                                      
withdrawal of many of the landowners from the Klithedeprojekt diminishing its success.                                   
One can learn from this how important a well-­matched cooperation among support                                   
programmes  is,  in  order  to  achieve  highest  possible  success.    
  
This cooperation issue relates to the later discussion point about effective                                
communication among national, regional and global scientific circles, as well as decision                                   
makers. It is vital to be aware of the influence, not only in physical terms but also                                                  
regarding policy and human action, which one action or program at a local level can                                            
have  in  a  different  region  or  at  a  higher  level,  and  vice  versa.  
  
Policy-­making  and  decision-­taking  
A major problem when dealing with regulation and policy-­making is the fitting of                                      
overarching legislation to the diversity that inevitably appears when considering habitats                                
on a local level. As such, the Natura 2000 principles, through the EU’s Bird and the                                               
Habitat Directives, do not directly dictate legislation in the member states. It is up to                                            
each country’s EPA to tailor a set of laws and programmes aimed at achieving the                                            
general  goals  set  at  European  level.    
  
In Denmark, there exist general and specific objectives and guidelines that apply to the                                         
Wadden Sea as a unique landscape, if not particular legislation to set it apart from other                                               
Natura 2000 areas. However, the pursuit of these objectives, while in principle up to                                         
local and regional authorities, is subject to general cautionary principles that permeate                                   
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  all environment-­related decision-­making at a national level. These principles, while not                                
prohibitive, are very restrictive;; in the sense that they require the local governments to                                         
ensure that no action taken in or near any Natura 2000 area have any negative effects                                               
on its conservation status. According to this general policy any proposed project or                                      
action, even those which aim to improve the quality of a natural area, must be met with                                                  
the utmost skepticism by municipal authorities. In particular, potential benefits will                                
always be considered subordinate to potential risks, and lacking absolute certainty (not                                   
just low likelihood) that no negative effects will come of such project or action, the                                            
municipality is bound to reject the proposed action or initiate a thorough investigation of                                         
its  consequences  (Bkg.  408  2011).  
  
This structure for decision-­making is indeed advantageous in the sense that it both                                      
promotes caution but remains flexible, allowing the adjustment of the general European                                   
and national objectives to the uniqueness of each region and to the development of                                         
scientific knowledge with time. For example, grazing of dune slacks and other coastal                                      
wetlands in the Wadden Sea as a method for improving biodiversity has been met with                                            
increasing optimism across the area. This is contrastly different to when the Natura                                      
2000 program was first implemented in Denmark, the initial prohibition of grazing in                                      
dune slacks led to a large increase in overgrowth by grass and reeds on these habitats.                                               
However, such generalized caution on behalf of local authorities can also prove                                   
discouraging for less conservative ideas, regardless of the potential benefits, on the sole                                      
grounds of an uncertainty in regard to potential risks. It is virtually impossible to receive                                            
permission to perform any modifications to the dune fronts in Rømø or Fanø, due in                                            
great part to the fact that there are no available programs that are with such certainty                                               
both beneficial and harmless as is the case with wetland grazing ( ​J Hansen 2015, pers.                                            
comm.,  29  April) ​.  
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  Disparities  between  the  Trilateral  Cooperation  and  the  Danish  Nature  
Agency  
  
The Wadden Sea area is a highly complex and complicated ecosystem with different                                      
processes in different areas, which leads to knowledge gaps and scientific                                
disagreements. In addition, there are different national legislations and management in                                
each of the three different Wadden Sea countries made by the respective authoritative                                      
organisations (Ministry of the Environment, Danish Nature Agency, Denmark;; Federal                             
Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Germany;;                             
Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality, The Netherlands). Therefore the                                
targets in the Wadden Sea Plans are often not specifically defined but “qualitative and                                         
open ended” (Turnhout et al., 2008). Moreover they mostly do “not precisely define the                                         
desired quality of the Wadden Sea […] what types of human interference are considered                                         
acceptable in reaching this desired quality” (Turnhout et al., 2008). In the Wadden Sea                                         
Plan 2010 targets for dunes are for example: “Increased natural dynamics of beaches,                                      
primary dunes, beach planes and primary dune valleys in connection with the offshore                                      
zone” and “an increased presence of a complete natural vegetation succession”. As one                                      
can see, it is possible for the three countries, politicians, interest groups and                                      
stakeholders  to  interpret  the  targets  in  different  ways.  
  
As previously mentioned, policies, assessments, mapping and other evaluations of the                                
Danish Wadden Sea are carried out by both the DNA and the TC. The results and                                               
opinions of the TC and DNA however differ from one another, in spite of the fact that the                                                     
TC often recur to the DNA for data and assessments. For the valuation of dune habitats,                                               
which is stated in the Wadden Sea Plan 2010, TC took over the national assessments of                                               
dunes habitats according to the Natura 2000 requirements. With this sharing of data,                                      
both agencies should theoretically conclude with the same valuations and results.                                
Discrepancies occur between the the DNA and TC as they evaluate and interpret the                                         
natural elements differently, this is the result of individual criteria used by the respective                                         
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  organisations. Natura 2000, TMAP and the DNA use different typologies to classify                                   
dunes, which complicates research, investigations and collaborative ability. Such                          
disagreements decelerate research processes in the Wadden Sea particularly                          
inter-­authoritively this is one example of how results vary. These differing and                                   
sometimes conflicting opinions between the TC and DNA prove the difficulty for bodies                                      
and individuals to decide on which organisation has the most trustworthy and correct                                      
evaluation of the Danish Wadden Sea. It can be suggested in light of this that both                                               
organisations need to reach a common agreement on how to evaluate data and given                                         
the multinational nature of the TC this agreement needs to occur with all countries                                         
involved. The need for the all involved organisations to see on par with one another, is                                               
paramount in ensuring the effectiveness of their partnerships, to mutually interpret and                                   
accept  problems  and  most  importantly  benefit  the  Wadden  Sea  as  a  whole.  
  
The main difference between the structure of these two organisations is the total area                                         
that they have act on;; while TC has influence along the whole Wadden Sea, the DNA                                               
only puts its efforts on the Danish Wadden Sea area. This fact could be explained as an                                                  
interdependence relation between them, because the TC needs the DNA to acquire a                                      
vast local knowledge about the actual situation in the Danish Wadden Sea area. While                                         
in the same way the DNA organisation benefits from the TC’s aims and advises for all                                               
the Wadden Sea to improve and develop correct policies to accomplish them and in this                                            
manner follow the EU’s goals. On one hand the DNA, which forms part of the Danish                                               
Ministry of Environment involving the government and as consequence, they have the                                   
possibility to create and promote policies and laws, meaning that the DNA can act as a                                               
legislative organisation. On the other hand, ​the TC as a multinational organisation                                   
arguably has a high level of influence in the Wadden Sea, their suggestions, evaluations                                         
and strategies help form holistic management plans of which the nations participate.                                   
Trilateral Cooperation targets are documented in plans, which are political agreements                                
and therefore non-­binding documents with common political interest. As such these                                
plans “will be implemented by the three countries in cooperation, and individually, by the                                         
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  competent authorities on the basis of existing legislation and through the participation of                                      
interest  groups”  (Wadden  Sea  Plan  2010,  2010).  
  
Both agencies have significant advantages over each other and therefore a right to                                      
exist. The holistic view of the TC is of great importance as the unique ecosystem of the                                                  
Wadden Sea can only be managed in an efficient way as a whole. Moreover being a                                               
multinational organisation and combining research results, scientific knowledge and                          
experiences of three nations brings a huge advantage. Even though the TC does not                                         
have the legislative power to enforce changes it functions as an an advisory body to                                            
organisations with authoritative power. One could argue that the role of TC is more than                                            
advisory, as the TC`s suggestions and evaluations on the one hand create pressure on                                         
the national agencies and on the other a lot of TC´s implementations are based on                                            
Natura 2000 which strengthens and justifies their opinion. The TC can put pressure for                                         
individual countries to make a change, although it may not of be of political interest or                                               
gain. The suggestions made by the TC, have the interests of the Wadden Sea as a                                               
complete ecosystem at heart and therefore can influence change that otherwise may not                                      
occur due to economic and transboundary factors. Whereas representatives of the TC                                   
might  have  never  been  to  the  area  of  interest,  the  DNA  has  the  advantage  of  localness.  
This helps to understand specific habitats in their overall surroundings including natural,                                   
cultural and economic values. DNA can therefore be seen as more able to judge                                         
whether  made  evaluations  are  realistic  and  suggested  actions  are  viable.  
After outlining the advantages and disadvantages of the DNA and the TC one can                                         
clearly see how essential a synergetic interaction and mutual cooperation is. Local                                   
researchers’ experience (like Jens Hjerrild Hansen) in the landscape could definitely be                                   
helpful to improve the management of these places with the suggestions of the TC and                                            
optimize its data. It could be said that DNA is the hawk’s eye on the landscape for the                                                     
TC. To some extend the DNA and TC naturally work together as they are dependant on                                               
each others data and researches. Nevertheless the interaction could be strengthened                                
including initiative and actions from both sides in order to manage the ecosystem in an                                            
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  optimal way. Thereby both agencies great resources and potential can be used in                                      
combination to reach the maximum quality for dune habitat management in the Danish                                      
Wadden  Sea.  
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  5.  Conclusion  
  
  
The Wadden Sea landscape is such a large, dynamic and complex system, and                                      
knowledge about it everchanging, that attaining a complete and holistic understanding of                                   
its present state and the long-­term consequences of any or no action taken in it is                                               
virtually impossible. However, a sensible comprehension of the most important drivers in                                   
the dynamics of the Danish Wadden Sea islands and their coastal dune systems was                                         
successfully  attained  during  this  project.  
With it, came the realization that it is impossible to separate the natural from the human                                               
elements in the Wadden Sea landscape (so that humans are not “intruders” in an                                         
otherwise natural landscape). Thus, the protection of natural areas must use human                                   
presence  for  benefit  and  not  regard  it  just  an  unavoidable  evil.  
  
Even for such a small environment, the Danish Wadden Sea islands are very diverse                                         
and thus require management tailored to their specific characteristics;; Rømø is                                
accreting at a very rapid pace and therefore needs much less help in forming and                                            
maintaining active dune areas, while on Fanø, still growing but much more slowly,                                      
there’s a present need for innovative strategies if these valuable habitats are to exist in                                            
both  quantity  and  quality.  
  
Mandø and Skallingen once again differ dramatically from the other islands and from                                      
each other, one completely transformed by human forces and the other created by                                      
storms. But they have in common that dune development is almost nonexistent in both,                                         
and virtually impossible without drastic intervention. Such intervention could be a real                                   
option on Koresand, near Mandø, while the erosion of Skallingen might be the most                                         
important  resource  for  the  creation  of  new  dunes  on  Fanø.  
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  In specific, hands-­on management such as wetland grazing and regular landscape                                
restoration, albeit strictly not natural processes, are sensible options for ameliorating the                                   
inherent effects of human presence and to achieve better specific natural values such                                      
as biodiversity and habitat stability without dwelling on the philosophical pursuit of                                   
delimiting  human  against  nature.  
Likewise, in the face of inevitable man-­made changes on regional and global scales,                                      
such as the changes in sediment dynamics caused by coastal defense and sea level                                         
rise related to anthropogenic global warming, it is worth considering more ambitious                                   
ideas to optimize the existing and potential natural habitats, like rejuvenating stabilized                                   
dunes,  or  even  creating  dune  habitats  in  currently  accreting  sandbanks.    
    
As for tourism, a human activity usually associated with a degrading of nature, its effects                                            
can be mild or even slightly beneficial if the creation of zones and the dissemination of                                               
knowledge can focus and limit its occurrence to areas which either can resist or actually                                            
benefit  from  a  certain  amount  of  disturbance.  
  
Projects and actions in the Wadden Sea depend a lot on natural conditions. Soft or hard                                               
coastal infrastructure, afforestation and deforestation, sand nourishments and sediment                          
traps, they all are subject to processes which are beyond human control, such as                                         
climate  and  the  forces  of  the  ocean.    
However, these so-­called natural conditions are on the long term and in a broad sense                                            
also influenced by humans, so that the possibilities availed by nature depend also on                                         
human activities in the past and the form and strength of both climate and ocean                                            
processes, as well as the functions performed by living organisms, are both cause and                                         
effect  in  human  endeavours.  
  
Finally, this report shows that research, scientific knowledge and monitoring of habitats                                   
does not automatically lead to an efficient management of the Danish coastal dune                                      
ecosystem. Gaps in convention or incomplete cooperation impede the transmission of                                
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  ideas and experiences between the Wadden Sea countries. Thus, for any project,                                   
strategy or action to succeed significantly in protecting or restoring species and habitats                                      
a healthy relationship and communication between all agencies and governments that                                
have  influence  over  the  Danish  Wadden  Sea  area  is  essential.    
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